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EPC Urges Tighter Controls On Grade Inflation
By Steven Goodhue
as a symptom. We chose to address
The General Curriculum Subourselves to grade inflationbut also
committee of the A&S Educational to other problems we saw as affecPolicy Committee studied the ting academic quality. We isolated
problem of grade inflation as it ex- two aspects that could be imisted at Boston College in 1976, and mediately addressed, course syllabi
introduced proposals to reverse the and final examinations."
Course syllabi will be mandatory
trend.
According to Associate A&S for all courses. They want students
Dean John Harrison the GCC conto know exactly what is being
cluded that "grade inflation is a offered and what is required of them
specific problem within the broader by each course. They also want to
concern about academic quality protect faculty from criticisms that
within A&S. We saw gradeinflation their courses are not what they

appeared to be. Also, faculty and
deans will be able to refer to syllabi
in order to write more accurately
about students' educational
program at BC.
Final exams are to become mandatory for all courses with few exceptions.
The General Curriculum Subcommittee submitted a report which
in essence resolved that;
(1) definitions of letter grades be
posted in appropriate university
publications and course syllabi
(2) grade distribution index be
listed next to each course grade on
the official universtiytranscript
(3) semester grades be monitored
by the Office of the Dean of A&S
and end-of-semester grade reports
be submitted to and reviewed by the
EPC (Educational Policy Com-

.

mittee).
(4) Dean of A&S willkeep an eye

on those departments and faculty
who stand out among the rest in
awarding high grades and will communicate this to them via letter.

Syllabi and final examinations
are now officially requred by A&S
as a result of the EPC's vote in the
Spring of 1976. This legislation will
be implemented over the 1976-77
academic year.
Grade inflation is a problem that
has been in evidence at Boston
Collegefor some time. It is a serious
concern for the future of quality
education. Evidence of its
widespread extent is illustrated by
statistics for the graduation class of

1976 which produced the figures

below.

While other universities have experienced similar statistics, Holy
Cross was found to have granted
only 19.5% total honors last year.
However, the minimum grade
average necessary for honors there
is a cum of 3.500.. A&S at Boston
College graduated about 16% above
a cum of 3.500. Thus, Holy Cross
has solved the inflation of honors,
but not the inflation of grades.
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News Analysis

Gays Not Accepted At BC

thinking. Recently, however, campus, such as the Women's
Last year, a gay student organizagovernment, business, education Center and Joshua Center, have
tion at the University of New and certain groups in the church stated that it is rare for anyone to
Hanpshire organized a dance. Their havebecome more open to the needs come to discuss or receive counsel-,
efforts however, were thwarted of gays.
mo on homosexuality. Both places,
when the governor, himself, ordered
Within the Church, the however, keep files on the subject.
that these events no longer occur. publication of the book, The Church
The grafitti and "glory holes"
In Massachusetts, the gay moveand the Homosexual, by John in certain McElroy bathrooms, conment is viewed somewhat more McNeil, S.J.. has at least brought stitute the only open manifestations
openly, where schools such as Harcertain groups to recognize that of homosexuality on campus. Paul
vard, MIT, Tufts, and Northeastern homosexuality exists as an issue. In Jones S.J., also of the Chaplain's
possess fairly active homophile the book, McNeil contends that the Office, perceives the condition of
organizations. At BC, no homosexual plays an important role the bathrooms as "signs of people
university-supported homophile in God's redemption plan.
who need help desperately." He
group exist.
Similarly, here at BC, the added, "They (gay people) are
If the 'most recent national Chaplain's Office views gays as an persecuted here just as in society."
avearageshows that 6 to 10% of the oppressed minority group, that like
Anthony Cataldo, SJ of the
population is gay, then on the BC the Blacks and Hispanics, possess a Chaplain's Office, stated, "Most
campus anywhere from 400 to 800 need to be acceptedby the academic people refuse to admit the presence
students are primarily homosexual.
community. This office is the only of gay people at BC.There isn't
The situation of these people and place on campus that openly adeven a place for the gay person.
their "liberation" at BC reflects dresses the gay issue and that sponThey are a definite oppressed
prejudices of society as well as the sors a rap group on the issue. Other minority."
traditional ties to Catholic moral counseling or discussion centers on
The organization of gays on
campus started four years ago with
a group called The Homophile
Union at Boston College. "At" instead of"of, indicated that the university did not (and still does not)
where he would remain on the faculIn August of 1976, Fr. Harney recognize them; the group received
celebrated his 60th anniversary as a no university funds, no office space
ty until his death.
Fr. Harney was the founder of member of the Society of Jesus, and and did not appear in the student
the Blessed Oliver Plunkett Society, his 46th year as a professor of Euro- guide. It is interesting to note that
a cultural and social club fostering pean and Irish history at Boston no Catholic university in the country recognizes a homophile group.
interests in Irish literature, College.
The meetings of the Homophile
traditions, songs and folk dance.
His major work was a history
In 1965, he was honored by the ofthe Society of Jesus entitled "The Union consisted of lectures and
Eire Society of Boston, receiving its Jesuits in History" published in organized discussion groups. Both
Gold Medal, placing him in the 1941, the 400th anniversary of the gay and straight people attended the
meetings. Cataldo explained that
company of film directors John founding of the order.
the women who participated arrived
Ford and John Huston, Richard
His other books are: Good
ar,
d
President
at
the meeting together and pushed
usn
n
g>
Cardinal C
Father in Brittany, Magnificent
an activist stand in the group; most
John F. Kennedy.
Witness, Medieval Ties Between Ita- important for them was to receive
ly and Ireland, The Catholic Church official recognition from the unvierThrough the Ages, and Families sity.
The rest of the group, however,
Who Followed the Lord.
(continued on page 3)
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Fr. Harney, Professorfor 46 Years, Dies
Father Martin Patrick Harney,

S.J., priest, author, scholar, and

Professor of history at Boston
College, for more than 40 years,
died yesterday at Campion Center,
Weston College, after a briefillness.
He was 80.
Fr. Harney's career at Boston
College, which he entered as a
member of the first freshman class
to study at the Chestnut Hill campus more than 60 years ago,
spanned several generations and
won for him the distinction of having taught more of the University's
students than any other faculty

member.

"With wit and holy laughter,
he has warmed the discipline of
rigorous scholarship in classroom
and lecture hall, in learned journals
and in the volumes which march
steadily from his pen," read, the
Honorary Degree citation he
received from Boston College
earlier this year.
Fr. Harney was born on
August 4, 1896, in Lynn,
Massachusetts, to Martin B. and
Jennie (Martin) Harney. He
attended Sacred Heart and St.
He
Mary's grammar schools.

graduated from Lynn Classical
in 1915.
In a citation prepared many
years later for a Bicentennial award
he received from the Boston College
Jesuit community, this anecdote
was told:
"His grandfather, Michael
Harney, observing that the young
Martin quickly turned from his daily catechism lesson to the lively
column of the Lynn Item, declared
that theboy would come to no good.
We can conclude that time has run
out on that prophecy."
After his freshman year at BC,
Fr. Harney entered the novitiate of
the Society of Jesus at St. Andrewon-Hudson, Poughkeepsie, New
York, in 1916. He earned his
bachelor and master's degrees from
Woodstock College, Maryland,
and, in 1929, was ordained a Jesuit
priest at Weston College by Bishop
John Peter Peterson.
His first classroom assignment
was at Boston College in 1923 as a
scholastic. He returned to teach
history from 1930-1933. Following
his year of Tertianship at St.
Buenos College in North Wales, he
returned to Boston College in 1934,
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Since The Heights will not be published
the week after vacation, please submit
all events for that week by this Thursday, the 18th at 5:00. Thank you.
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EVENTS
8:30 pm. MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL on the Rathskeller's T
TV screen. Don't miss out on what
is sure to become a BC tradition.
Cheap drinks as usual.

MONDAY

9 am. Lupus SON. Murray

Conference Room.

-

9 am.
3:45 pm. Blood Mobile.
Resident Student Lounge.
10:30 am. World Hunger Committee
Table. McElroy Lobby
2 pm. Orientation Meeting.
McElroy 114
4 pm. 2nd meeting of Photography
Club will be held at 107 McElroy.
Club photo of Photo Club will be
taken again for yearbook. Bring
camera.
4:30 pm. "LE CERCLE
FRANCAIS" - IMPORTANT
MATTERS
WILL
BE

DISCUSSED

Greycliff Hall, 2057 Comm. Aye.
4:30 pm. Sign-up for Oxfam Fast
World Hunger Comm. McElroy 3rd
floor.
6:30 pm. SON Senate meeting.
Cushing Faculty Lounge.
Events Deadline

Thursday at 5 PM

7 pm. Mendel Club Medical Admissions Night. Higgins 307. Coffee
and donuts.
7:30 pm. Accounting Academy Corporate Night. Fulton 412, followed
by reception in McGuinn sth floor
lounge.
7:30 pm. SIMS checking. McElroy
114.
7:30 pm. PULSE Council Class.
McGuinn 117.
7:30 pm. "Stonehenge, Then and
Now" will be the topic of an illustrated lecture by Rev. Richard
Boyle, S.J. All invited..
7:30 pm. Two specialists on housing
law will offer a workshop in
TENANTS RIGHTS at Haley
House, 314 Hammond St. Wine and
Cheese will be served.
10:30
MUSIC
pm.
MAKERS.WZBC 90.3 FM talks
with Chicago's Lee Longhnane.
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TUESDAY

9 am. SON Pharmacology in 70s.
Murray Conference Room.
9 am - 3:45 pm. Blood Mobile.
McElroy Student Lounge.
10 am. Jewelry Sale by Delta Sigma
Theta. McElroy 3rd floor.
10:30 am. Bake Sale by lota Phi
Theta Sweethearts. McElroy Lobby.
4:30 pm. Oxfam Sign-up for World
Hunger Comm. McElroy 3rd floor.
4:30 pm. Pro-life organizational
meeting in Murray Conference
Room.
4:30 pm. Sub Turri layout and copy
staff meeting in McElroy 101.
4:30 pm. A panel discussion on
SEXISM
IN
HIGHER
EDUCATION featuring professors,
administrators and YOU in Haley
House, 314 HammondSt. Wine and
cheese will be served.
5:30 pm 7 pm. Panel Presentation,
"Graduate Nursing Program."
Issues discussed: What graduate
school prepares one for, how one
gets accepted, how to select a
school, etc. Cushing Faculty
Lounge.
6:30 pm. "Crossfire"-WZBCShould we reform or repeal marijuana laws?
6:30 pm. Judo Club practice. Rec.

MTWT
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WEDNESDAY

-

-

T WORLD

HARVEST
NOV 18

No one ever gets used to being hungry. No one should have to. If
you believe that people can and should feed themselves, join
Oxfam-America's 3rd Annual Fast for a World Harvest this
Thursday, November 18, and give one day's food money to help
small farmers in the Third World. Sign up today!
Featured Speaker: author and lecturer FRANCES MOORE
LAPPE will speak in Fulton 412 Thursday at 3 p.m.

-

-

10:30 pm. "Music Breakers"
featuring the "Imaginary Dance
Band." WZBC
All Amateur and Prospective Ham
Operators: There will be a meeting
of WI PR, Wed., Nov. 17 in Devlin
500. We will be planning this week's
"phone sweepstakes." More info,
call Tom, 257-0836.
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THURSDAY

8:30 am - 4 pm. Rape Workshop.
Murray Conference Room.
3:45 pm. Blood Mobile.
9 am
McElroy Student Lounge
9 am. Oxfam Fast for World
Harvest. McElroy Lobby.
12 pm. World Hunger Committee
meeting. Higgins 307.
1:30 pm. World Hunger Committee
meeting. McGuinn sth floor lounge.
2:30 pm. World Hunger Committee
meeting. Fulton 412.
3 pm. Chorale Rehearsal. Newton
Chapel.

-

S

Events compiled by
Barbara Tarr

-

7 9:30 pm Invitation to explore
your spirituality. Journey through
story-telling, art, music and poetry.
Wine and Cheese. McGuinn sth
floor lounge. Reservation required:
Call ext. 3475 or drop by McElroy
215. Limit of 20.
TGIF party for Mendel Club
members in Mendel Club office,
Higgins 611.
8 pm. "The Full Circle Band"
Plix.
7 pm. WZBC Public Affair returns for the 2nd night at the Rat.
Program - "Helping Hands."
7 pm. Yoga Class. Campion Faculty
Lounge.
7 pm. PULSE Kid Workshop.
Fulton 114
7:15 pm. SOM Majors for Women.
Fulton 412
7:30 pm. Mendel Club Health
Series: "Alternative Careers in 6 pm. WZBC Public Affair
"Spanish Cultural
Nursing." Speakers in the fields of Program
Public Health, Midwifery, OnShow."
cology (cancer), and Nursing All Day 7 pm. Dance Marathon.
Anesthesiology. Cushing 001. Roberts Center.
Refreshments to follow panel dis- 8 and 10 pm. Oliver, starring Oliver
cussion.
Reed. Film Board Movie. McGuinn
8 pm. "Marx the Sentimentalist," Aud.
Hugh Lloyd-Jones. McGuinn Aud. 8:15 pm. University Chorale Perfor8 pm. "The Full Circle Band" plays mance. Newton Chapel Basement.
the first of two nights at the Rat.
Music by the Beatles, Beach Boys,
Fleetwood Mac, etc., No cover.
4:30 pm. Irish Cultural Society
meeting. Murray Conference
Room:
4:30 pm. Activities Funding Committee meeting. McElroy 114.
6 pm. WZBC Public Affair
Program "Eagle's Eye."
6:30 pm. WZBC Public Affair
Program - "Athlete's Feet."
6:30 pm. Judo Club practice. Rec.

-

9 am. SON Pharmacology in 70s.
Murray Conference Room.
9 am - 3:45 pm. Blood Mobile.
McElroy Student Lounge.
4 pm. Student Advisory Service
meeting. McGuinn sth floor lounge.
4:15 pm. Association of Women in
Management meeting. Cushing
lounge.
4:30 pm. India Evening.. Free film,
"Song of the Road" at Barry
Science Pavilion. Dinner-concert
(reserved ticket holders) in Chapel
Basement at 6:30 pm.
4:30 pm. Alpha Epsilon Delta
General meeting in Cushing 237.
Mandatory for all AED members to
attend. Pre-Med and Pre-Dental
Juniors and Seniors who are interested in being accepted to the
society may also attend. Contact
Dave Smith in Mendel Club office if
you cannot be at the meeting.
6:30 pm. WZBC Public Affair
Program "Women's Show"
7 pm. WZBC Public Affair
Program. "Helping Hands" - a
program that presents different
charitable organizations; what they
do and how they do it.
7 pm. Faculty Forums. Academic
Committeeof UGBC. McGuinn sth
Plex.
floor lounge.
6:30 pm. Public Debates. Fulton 7 pm. Graduate Student Association
Debating Society. McGuinn 113.
meeting. McGuinn 106 and 108.
7 pm. Self Defense Workshop. 7 pm. PULSE Supervisors meeting.
Women's Resource Center, McElroy 114.
7 pm. The Trauma of a Natural
Cheverus Lounge.
7 pm. Mendel Club "Alternative Disaster, presented by Prof.
Careers in Nursing." Cushing 001.
Frederick L. Ahearn, Jr., BC
7-8 pm. RA Application information School of Social Work. McGuinn
session - conducted by University 3rd floor lounge.
Housing Office. Fitzpatrick 7:30 pm. PULSE Prison Ed.
Lounge.
Program. Fulton 412
7:30 pm. SIMS Advanced lecture.
O'Connell 103.
7:30 pm. Rev. Philip King will give
a talk on "Archaeologyand the Old
Testament." All invited.
7:30 pm. SIMS Advanced lecture
and dessert for those practicing TM
Technique, O'Connell House,
Room 104.
8 pm. "Great Pretenders"-at the
Rathskellar - sponsored by Social
Comm.
8 pm. Italian Educational Film.
Italian Club. Murray Conference

FOR A
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7:30 pm. APO sponsors lecture by
UFO expert Ray Fowler. Murray
Conference Room.
7:30 pm. SIMS checking. McGuinn
3rd floor lounge.

Room.
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SUNDAY

FRIDAY

-

9 am. 3:45 pm. Blood Mobile,
McElroy Student Lounge.
3 pm.' Chorale Practice. Newton

Chapel.

3 pm. PULSE Supervisors meeting.
McElroy 114.
3:30 pm. John W. Powell Geology
Club Social. McGuinn sth floor
lounge.
6:30 pm. All-night DANCE
MARATHON. Roberts Center.
6:30 pm. WZBC Public Affair
Program - "News Spectrum."
8 and 10 pm. OLIVER starring
Oliver Reed. Film Board Movie.
McGuinn Aud.

4:45 pm. Newton RA Committee
meeting. Barry Science Pavillion.
7 pm. F. Lee Bailey lecture. Sponsored by Cultural Committee.
Roberts Center.
7 pm. Hillel Israeli Dancing.
Cushing Faculty Lounge.
7 pm. Film Freaks presents "The
Great Rupert," starring Jimmy
Durante. Free at O'Connell House.
7:30 pm. OLIVER, starring Oliver
Reed. Barry Science Pavillion,
Newton Campus.
8 pm. Reception F. Lee Bailey.
McElroy Student Lounge.
9 pm. Film Freaks presents "The
Great Rupert," starring Jimmy
Durante. Free at O'Connell House.

-

ANNOUNCEMENTS-

Tickets on sale now at the ticket Resident Staff Positions 1977-78
booth;" Sly Fox" (Nov. 16, Dec. 4), The Housing Office will shortly
"The Bed Before Yesterday" (Nov. begin the process of selecting the
14, Dec. 4), "Scapino"(Nov. 17-20) 1977-78 Resident Staff. Informaand "Oklahoma" (Dec. 2-5, 8-11),
Boston College Chorale "Noel"
(Nov. 20, students $1.50, nonstudents $3.00), "The Great
Pretenders" (Nov. 17) at the
Rathskellar - tickets $2.00.
Small Claims Court Consumer,
land-lord and other disputes up to
$400 can be taken to Small Claims
Court without a lawyer. For information and booklet, call 969-0100,
ext. 3515, Monday-Friday, 10 am. 3 pm., or drop in to McElroy 118.
Attention Seniors All seniors who
returned yearbook proofs late or
have not received them, come to
McElroy 101, Monday from 3-5
pm. to check on correct picture to
be included in year book.
Having problems with registration?
Joshua Center handles counseling
with registration, academic, legal,
personal, medical problems. Open 7
days a week, 12 pm 3 am. Shaw
House Basement, 9698070.
Boston College Pilots Association
will hold a first organizational
meeting. Sign-up sheets will be
available in the Student Activities
Office. All interested students are
welcome. Pilots and student pilots
are preferred. Time and place of
meeting will be announced in next
week's Heights. Any questions, contact Tom Kelly, SOM.
Any guys interested in joining the
BC cheerleadingsquad tryouts will
be held Tuesday and Thursday at 7
pm in Roberts Center, Band Room.

-

-

?

-

-

tion sessions to explain the selection
procedure and answer questions
from prospective candidates will be

offered according to the following
schedule: Tuesday, Nov. 16, 7 pm.
at Cheverus Lounge; Thursday,

Nov. 18, 7 pm. at Hardey Lounge;
Monday, Nov. 22, u pm. at Reservoir Lounge.
The Gay Issue on the Boston
College Campus: A rap group. For
information on time and off-campus
location, contact the Chaplain's office, ext. 3476.

Please leave suggestions for the
1976 Commencement Ceremony's
Guest Speaker with M.E. Walsh in
the UGBC office. In addition to the
candidate's name, please write a
short explanation of the rationale
behind your choice.
The Marketing Academy Presents:
Joseph Gallagher Corporate
Advertising Manager for AMF.
Slide and film presentation. Case
history - "Developing a Corporate
Image for Diversified Corporation"
Wed., Nov. 17 at 4:00 in Fulton,
Room 200.
Litigating under the freedom of information act, Sponsored by the
American Civil Liberties Union
Foundation and the Freedom of Information Clearinghouse. Nov. 18
and 19, (9:00 5:00), Auditorium at
UMass, Boston, 100 Arlington
Street. For information on registering, contact Karen Hydeman at the
Massachusetts civil Liberties Union,
68 Devonshire Street, Boston 02109,

-

-
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Women'lsolated'FromPolitics
P.J. Guinan
concern is taking the women can- for the job. The voter must feel conElaine Noble, representative didates and allowing them to get a fident in the woman's capability as
from the sixth congressional district cold concrete look at themselves an effective leader. Mitchell does
feel however that, "An extra
of Massachusetts, and Pat Mitchell and how the media views them."
from WBZ-TV spoke last WednesOne student asked Noble what amount of research should go into
day night on 'Women in Politics' as being political actually means. "Be- the woman's campaign. If there is
guest speakers for BC's Special
ing political to me means taking any reason to support his person; if
responsibility for your own life and there's a reason to believe that given
Women's Resource Center.
Noble and Mitchell talked for 45
taking the hatred which we have the chance, she would be an effecminutes on the woman's role in been taught as women and pushing tive leader, then there's a reason to
American politics today, and enterthat hatred out so that it's put back get involved.
tained questions from the audience. on the appropriate sources."
Ms. Mitchell closed with the
Representative Noble repeatedly
Mitchell said that, "only statement that "The power system
emphasized the need for female mediocre men are threatened by is open to women in a way that was
leaders in the political scene. women's involvement in govern- never opened before and we simply
"We're talking about a very unusual ment. Men who are sure of their can not let it close before we move
species. Women represent 52% of own self value have been strong sup- in, in greater numbers." I.iz
Pat Mitchell and Elaine Nobel
the population and yet our represenporters of women candidates."
the
probable
Is
in
government
tation
Someone asked how Noble essmallest;, minority group tablished herself as a viable political
represented.'*;*'
X ??.'
candidate.The representative stated
According to both-lecturers, the that she had started 13 years ago on
very nature of the American the community level working in By Nate Holt
group has the authority for the final force him to sign, and the options
Last Tuesday night the UGBC
open to the caucus should he refuse.
political scene is characterized by settlement houses. "I kept working
approval remains unresolved.
"smoke filled, rooms" closed to on a community level and when the Caucus unanimously over-rode the
"The caucus will direct any An impeachment referendum, if
women. Mitchell termed the -US seat opened up people approached veto of UGBC president Ron
further negotiations" said Caucus accepted, would give the Caucus
Senate, as a "boys club to this day." me about running. I excitedly lacobucci, reclaiming the power to
member Steve Vincent. Although some resource in the future.
Presently, she said, 3% of the jumped at the idea."
negotiate this year's Mass PIRG
there will probably be no further
This week, the UGBC will mail
elected officials in this country are
Another audience member asked contract.
negotiations, lacobucci has denied letters to all undergraduates, conlacobucci labeled the measure that the Caucus has any.,|ega) right;,:
female.
Ms. Noble to comment on the rejectaining information about the
A student asked, "Once inside the tion of women by the voters and the "unconstitutional" and said he to conduct them.
refunds,
and an explanation from
system, what is the impact of the impact this has on the number of "could have justignored" the initial
If a PIRG contract is signed at Mass PIRG. For ten days following
sated
that
bill
it.
As
a
result
of
legislator?"
vetoing
Noble
without
female
women running for office. In
all, lacobucci will have to do so, ac- the Thanksgiving break, refunding
"There are 18 women in the House response, Noble stated, "Unlike the conflict between lacobucci and cording to a PIRG spokespersonr"
in the McElroy
of Representatives out of a body of men, we donthave support systems. the Caucus, members of the Caucus The issue is whether the caucus cart !foyer. *',"' _,'
440. Just whatwe can dp as a female If we try it and fail, it comes with a are now pushing to get an impeachunit is greatly limited. Because we double barrel. Like anything else, ment clause inserted in the UGBC
are so few in rikhiber we must be nothing is gained by not trying. constitution.
The center of the dispute, the
twice as preparerfand h&rfettyriee as Women are neededto break the ice,
many degrees aVrhost tif our'male win, lose, or draw." Mitchell termed renewal of the PIRG contract,
colleagues."
this breed of political woman as appears to be approcahing a final
*' -1.t.1 >*'*.'!;
Pat Mitchell focused on the "missionaries" for the 'upcoming settlement. It was the Caucus' anger By Linda Haller
that "all three groups of evaluators
at months of delay, culminating in
media's view of the female politi- female leaders.
BC has instituted procedures to are necessary and important
cian. "I think if any single force has
Both speakers pointed out that the breaking of a promiseby UGBC fill the post of director of housing. because they each provide a
worked against the election of being a woman does not necessarily Administrative Assistant Monica The position was vacated last different perspective on housing."
women it is the media. My main make a candidate the best person Hillenbrand to have a contract March when former director Kevin
The interviewing process will be
ready by Nov. 2, that produced the Duffy was appointed vice president
completed by December 3, Duffy
current legal tangle. UGBC Caucus for Student Affairs.
said. He will make the final selecpresident Gerry Urbaniak said,
According to Duffy, ap"The fact of the matter is that the proximately 40 to 50 applicants will tion, in consultation with Dr. Cambill wasn't unconstitutional, but submit resumes by today's deadline. panella, executive vice president of
there really is not anything we can The Personnel department will Student Affairs, based on the interhis own
(continued from page 1)
screen all the applications, weeding viewer's evaluations and
themselves...BC carries more of a do, except explain ourselves." Urknowledge of the job.
he
hopes
baniak
said
to
see
a
out
tended toward de-emphasizing that mythological tradition, such as the
those that fail to meet the
issue.
Requirements for the position invalues of the Church toward sex- referendum on the impeachment minimum requirements. Duffy and
Cataldo sympathized with the uality in general...lt is not a moral clause for student approval "within several other officials will evaluate clude a bachelor degree and a
non-acitvism of the group. He question as a state. A person's be- the next two weeks." Election Comthe resumes Thursday, and reduce minimum of five years experiencein
mittee chairman Tom Hoolihan has the pool to the strongest one-third a responsible, high-residencycollege
stated, "Rather than spend a lot of ing is not one."
or university. The director.manages
people's energy on recognition, exToday universities provide said that the procedure would be of the candidates.
Each applicant will be invited to and plans BC housing, supervises
istence and outreach is most needed open forums for new and more feasable.
',now. rwith' bdcoftiing* recognized, enlightened ideas. Toward many The PIRG contract itself is BC for a full day of interviews with the resident student staff, enforces
".there isstill theJeapc6Se.atJack.ed."; issues/. BO.has adopted open and currently in the hands of lawyers.. students, administrators, and per- resident regulations, supports serPIRG, lacobucci, and the sonnel officials. The UGBC Resivice functions and administers the
~.Most gays on.campus feel they diversified views. However, in the Mass
UGBC
Cuacus have reached a dent Student Life Committee, Resisexuality.
must hide their
housing budget. The director also
Members general attitude on campus, toward
of the Homophile group changed the gay movement, BC mirrors and general agreement, and are now dent Advisory Board, Resident evaluates staff, reviews appeals, and
their meeting place to an offfail to question the prejudices of waiting to review the document. Staff, and UGBC will conduct the makes projections based on ocHowever, the problem of which student interviews. Duffy stressed cupancy and vacancy statistics.
campus location since they wereemsociety.
barassed to. be seen by the BC comBy

.

,Anderson

Impeachment Clause Sought

BC Searching for
New Housing Director

University Refuses
to Recognize Gays

munity. Certain faculty members
who attended viewed any spectator
as a threat.
When talking about the gays

ort Campus, Cataldo always
characterized them as a reticent and

Voices From the Dustbowl
Are you planning to participate in the fast

for

a World Harvest this week?

hidden group. He stated, "One
woman watched the. ads (for, the
Homophile meetingsj in The
Heights' for two years before she
came. The ad itself gave her support."
The Homophile Union no
longer exists. Cataldo stated that
most of the interested people had
graduated..' This' year, the
Chaplain's Office moderates an offcampusrap session. It has no name,
since, as Cataldo explained, "why
give a name to a group that does not
?

exist."
Behind the reservations that
society possesses toward homosexuality lies the belief that it is an illness instead of another type of sexuality. One female BC student

stated, "Homosexuality could be a
physical or psychological problem.
I would accept them but I think it's'
a totally unnatural way to be."
Cataldo feels that the gay's
acceptance by the student body at
BC and by society rests upon
"dispelling the myth of the
homosexual." He stated, "The gay
person is not necessarily the classic
pervert. They live within

Paul Cronin SOM VS
I didn't participate the last two
years that I have been here, but I
will this year. It will benefit the
starving children, so I really think
The
that it is a good cause.
program is worthwhile.

Cathy Gordon A&S '80
/ am going to participate, because
I am involved with other Pulse
programs, and I think it is a really
goodidea. It will do a lot ofgood,
because there are a lot of people
who need the money more than we
do. If we can afford to go to this
school, we can afford to feed
ourselves, but a lot of other people
can't.

Tracy McCrillis A&S 18
I am not going to participate in
thefast, because I try to do things
daily, in just trying not to waste
food. When I eat in the cafeteria, I
try to get the people I eat with not
to waste food, not to take things
they are not going to eat, things
like that. That is how I participate
in the cause.
Photos by Betsy Thompson

Jim O'Conner A AS '78
I'm going to join the fast,
because I was active in the World
Hunger program at Hobart
College. I realized that it was a
good way to raise consciousness
for this type of thing. When
somebody does understand what it
is like to be hungry, evenfor a day,
then you can get some kind ofempathy andfeeling for the problem
that three-quarters of the peoplein
the world are starving.
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NEWSBRIEFS
Get to the Bottom of This
by Jim Green
A rash of bizarre thefts daringlypulled of in the Hillside laundry rooms has BC students
glued to the edge of their seats.
It seems that some wily character is slipping into the laundry rooms and making off
with women's undergarments. One despondent victim interviewedby The Heights alleged
that ten pair of her underpants were surreptitiously removed from the dryer she was using.
"Fortunately," she added, "he had the decency to leave me one pair for tomorrow". At
press-time, the sex of this purloiner of panties had not been determined.
In the course of its diligent investigation, The Heights learned from a Hillside RA
that the underwear usurper had struck at least five times in the Hillsides. He stated,
"Initially we thought it was the work of a prankster, but now we'reconvinced it's the work
of a deranged sicky".
Further diggingrevealed that the underwear person may be harassing women at Newton also. An RA there informed The Heights that a man speaking in a very low voice and
breathing heavily was questioning unsuspecting women answering the floor phone about
the color of their underwear.
In view of these sordid facts The Heights urges you to hang onto your shorts for the
time being. It is quite possible that the spirit of radicalism which has gone the way of the
dinosaurs on this campus has re-emerged in the more mature and respectable manner of
the '50's - the pantyraid.

United We Stand?
by JamesVan Hendy & John Giarelli
In the past few years, Heights articles,
faculty newsletters, and administrative
bulletins have increasingly prided
themselves on the growth and establishment
of the "Boston College university community." Despite the unifying implications
of "community," however, the administration has become impersonal, monolithic and
overbearing, the faculty divided and docile,
and the students regimented and selfinterested. As far as we can discern, the
philosophy of the university encourages division, yet calls itself a "community."
Defined in the Random House College Dictionary "community" is: "a social group of
any size whose members reside in a specific
locality and share government; a social,
religious, occupational, or other group sharing common characteristics or interests;
joint possession, enjoyment, liability, etc;
and similar character agreement."
Granted these definitions are vague and
general, but the denotations clearly portray
an idea of "community" similar to our own
understandings. If this is the case, and
Boston College factions still insist on calling
Boston College a " community", then
perhaps the authors have failed to comprehend the manner in which the term is
applied. The "university community" is
ironically comprised of three radically
alienated groups, unsociable toward each
other and equally unsociable,-within their
own elite cliques. The daily migration of
these groups to and from the specific locality
of the main campus does little more to foster ju
a sense of "community." Furthermore, can: ?
it truly be said that the students, faculty, and
administrators "share government" when
each group has its own "governing" body
which is denied active participation in the
others' governments or in the government o*"
the whole?
We believe that th» administration,
faculty, and students share few, if any, common characteristics or interests. The

>

primary concerns of the administrationhave
largely been fiscal and bureaucratic to the
almost total exclusion of faculty and student
interests. Regrettably, the faculty must
necessarily be divided into its tenured and
non-tenured members in order to explain it
interests. Non-tenured instructors, humbled
by the scholastic demands of tenure requirements, are coerced into placing a
greater emphasis on publication than on
teaching. Tenured professors are at liberty
to devote their time more consciously to the
demands of teaching, yet many are no more
accessible than theirnon-tenured colleagues,
which suggests that their interests lie
elsewhere. The student population is
similarly fragmented because it is too grade
conscious, competetive, and self-interested.
The mass of students has been further
severed by the Boston College housing
arrangement and by the fact that 30% of the
students are commuters.
Given these diverse interests of the
various factions, and the lack of "shared
government" at Boston College, can it be
said that we enjoy "joint-possession,
liability," or responsibility? Is there a
similarity of character? Is there agreement?
No. The administration, the faculty, and
the students are in constant conflict with one
another and with themselves. Stripped of its
fancy euphemisms, what remains at the core
of Boston College is a self-defeating
trichotomy that has been implicit from the
beginning of this article.
The authors must concede the fundamental desirability of a "university community," but do not feel that the present
situation has yielded the opportunities
necessary for one to evolve. We must not be
deluded into thinking that Boston College
has achieved these standards as has been
claimed by various sectors of the university.
In a future series of articles the authors will
expose Boston College's inherent shortcomings, and propose possible solutions tc

them.

Blood mobile Returns to BC
by JohnKennedy
Yes, its that time again. This week the Red Cross Bloodmobile will be at Boston
College under the auspices of the Newton chapter of the Red Cross and the Gold Key
Society. Every day this week it will be possible to donateblood between the hours of 10
AM and 3:45 PM.
In the past donor turnout has been disappointing, but last November 628 pints were
collected, the most ever donated at BC. This year the goal has been set at 700 pints.
There are a number of reasons for donating blood. In an emergency, you or any
member of your family will be able to get all the blood needed for a period of one year.
Also, if the goal is reached, the entire BC community will be covered for a year. This is a
way of making sure that people who can't give blood are covered.
The Red Cross has provided several suggestions for peopleplanning to donate; get a
good night's sleep the night before and eat a good meal a few hours before donating.
Peopleplanning to participate in the World Hunger Fast or the MS Dance Marathon
are asked to donate early in the week in order to be in good shape for both these events.
There is an extra incentive for the BC community to donate this year. Recently Jody
Breitfeller, a junior in the School of Nursing, learned that her brother has leukemia, a
form of blood cancer. She has asked the BC community to donate blood in the brother's
name. The Gold Key Society and The Heights hope that there will be a response to this
request.

Pick a Card, Any Card
by Joseph Bonfiglio
A recent report by the UAS Committee on Registration recommended a reform of the
present registration system. The proposed system is not computerized and was termed "a
forward step in an on-going registration improvement process" in the committee report.
The group's findings were presented to the UAS Executive Committee and the Arts and
Science Board of Chairmen on November 10. The report was met with general approval
in both committees. Registrar William Griffith feels that the report will be accepted with
minor changesby the Senate when it meets November 17 in Cushing Hall.
The committee recommended that students,pick up course cards on eight successive
class days from 3-5 pm, and that card pick-up areas be staffed by faculty only and not
by clerical personnel. They urged the registrar's office to take action to eliminate
cheating, and asked that the deans and Registrar report annually to the UAS about the
effectiveness of the registration.
The Heights has not determined whether last spring's simulated computer registration
influenced the committee's decision not to computerize. A study on the computer registration trial results is being made by Griffith and will be submitted to the UAS.
The UAS registration committeewas established on September 3,1975 "to recommend
to the Senate a procedure for registration for ...Spring 1976." It followed an earlier group
which had recommended a change to a computerized system.

Tic One On With Ron
by Paul Zanotta
UGBC is currently holding a series of meetingsin various dorms. For those who attend,
beer is served courtesy of UGBC. According to UGBC president Ron lacobucci, about 50
people showed up at Newton for the first combined UGBC meeting and beer blast. On
Tuesday, November 9, people who showed up at Cheverus Hall were treated-to two kegs.
According to lacobucci, "these dorm meetings are intended to inform, the students
about current UGBC projects...ln other words, we want to discuss what we're working on
with the students."
When asked if he was using the beer as a drawing card so that students would attend
these meetings, lacobucci answered, "the only reason for having beer is to act as a
refreshment...and these meetings are held too late to serve milk and donuts."
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Hunger Is People, Not Numbers
by Pat Burns
? 65% of the world's people suffer
from either calorie or protein

deficiency...

? the world's population will
more than double before the year
2000...
? the use of genetically hybrid
grains and fertilizers has added
more than 20 million tons to the annual grain production of Asia.
? a nation's per capita food
production can double and yet more
people can be hungry...
Whenever people start talking
about the 'world hunger problem'

they usually resort to quoting
statistics and talking about
programs that we may never have
heard of. let alone have understood.
Presentations of this sort often
result in attitudes which on the surface appear logical, but when examined carefully, don't hold much
water. In this article I would like to
discuss some of the myths about the
hunger problem and, hopefully,
replace them with a more accurate
view of what hunger is, why it exists
and what might be done about it.

75% of the money students
donate during the Fast for a
World Harvest at BC next
Thursday will be given to
Oxfam-America, an independant development and
relief organization which
supports programs aimed
at helping the Third World
farmer become selfsufficient
HHg^^
%

MYTH #1: Hunger is out there, it
doesn't affect me.
This is more of a feeling than a
conscious attitude. We hear so
many overwhelming statistics of
misery and gloomy forecasts for the
future that we tend to forget the
most important thing...hunger is
PEOPLE. It is people who are starving and people who are
malnourished...not numbers. We
cannot get too upset about hungry
millions, but remembering that
those millions are hungry people
can make us feel angry enough to
respond, to demand change. Hunger
is not far off. Hunger is people,
whether those people live in Chad,
Bangladesh, West Virginia or the
South End of Boston, and that
effects each of us.
MYTH #2: If those people are starving, it's their own fault. They should
have the initiative to pull themselves
up by the bootstraps on their own.
Being hungry is not a pleasant experience. We might be able to conceive of a lazy nation, but individual
people do not choose to be hungry.
People do not starve to death
because they are lazy. Most people
who are starving spend most of their
waking hours trying to get enough
to eat. In Guatemala the rich farm
land in the valleys is owned by a
small elite while the majority of the
people are forced to clear and work
mountain slopes to subsist. If people
starve it is because they are not able
to feed themselves and not because
they don't try.

Project Bread will receive
25% of the funds collected.
Project Bread works to
supply food for many of the
homeless and starving people who live in Boston and
Us suburbs.
MYTH #3: Over population is the
cause of hunger in the Third World.
There are just too many people and
not enough land.
The correlation between food
scarcity and population certainly
seems to make sense, particularly

when India or Bangladesh come to
mind. But an examination of the
facts indicates otherwise.
Bangladesh, for example, has half
the people per cultivated acre that
Taiwan has. Yet Taiwan has no
starvation problem. And China has

Until 6 years ago the
farmers of northern Ghana
only cultivated their land
with crude sticks...When
Oxfam began to support a
trading store there, the
farmers were given the
chance to buy modern
tools, seed and other essentials on a credit basis.
twice as many people per cultivated
acre as India, yet in China people
are not hungry. It would seem, then,
that though population growth is a
matter which requires serious consideration, it is not the root cause of
world hunger. In countries where
land is cultivated with the primary
intention of feeding its population a
large population can be supported.
However, when land is cultivated to
support the luxuries of a landed elite
or to supply more profitable foreign
markets, hunger often results.
MYTH § 4: The solution to the
hunger problem is a more equitable
distributionof food.
This position recognizes the basic
inequity that results in widespread
hunger, but misses the source of the
problem. Certainly, hunger is a
result of the fact that some people in
the world have far more food than
they need and others have far too
little. But the answer does not lie in
the simple redistribution of food.
Redistribution is effected by such
programs as the US Food Aid.
which is important in a situation of
starvation, but it eventually fosters

about the survival of the other 97%,
but case after case illustrates that
just the opposite is true.
What would happen if control of
food resources was democratized?
Would production fall off if large
farms were broken up and land was
redistributed in these countries? Apparently not. A study of Argentina,
Brazil. Chile. Columbia, Ecuador
and Guatemala found small farmers
to be 3 to 14 times more productive
per acre than larger farmers. In
Thailand plots of 2-4 acres yeild
almost 60% more rice per acre than
farms of 140 acres or more. And in
countries like China, Taiwan, and
Japan, where such redistribution of
land has been effected, rapid growth
in agricultural production has
resulted.
What can we here at BC do about
things like land reform? Thinking
it's a good idea doesn't accomplish
much. Dismissing it as impossible to
accomplish doesn't help much
either. There are things we can do.
though.
? First, take part in the Fast for a
World Harvest this Thursday. By
supporting an organization like Oxfam we are supporting their efforts
to help small farmers become selfsufficient.

"The fact that there is little
we can do is no reason for
not doing what little we
can

"

Anonymous Proverb
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» Write Jimmy Carter and let
him know that you would like him
to put into action the promises
made by the US at the Rome Food
Conference in 1974.
?i Examine your own lifestyle and
dietary habits. Make sure what
you're eating is good for you and
not just a chemical feast. Also, support Massachusetts farmers by buyunhealthy dependency relationships ing their products rather than the
and does not provide people with a over-processed, over-marketed
livelihood.
products of huge corporations.
(Like IT&T's Hostess Twinkees)
"I do not believe that our
o Educate yourself! Find out what
children can live on islands things the American government is
to help perpetuate food inof affluence in seas of doing
justice and what efforts are being
poverty. It is politically made to change this. There are
destabilizing, it is several lobby groups doing excellent
economically disadvan- work in Washington to reform
American food policy.
tageous and it is morally inRemember, it is people who are
defensible."
hungry, and only if people respond
to their needs and help them stand
The root problem of world on their own two feet, will their
hunger is not simply the distribution hunger end.
of food, rather it is the distribution
Pat Burns is the student coorof the ability to grow food. A study dinator for the BC World Hunger
of 83 countries revealed that just Committee. The sourcefor much of
over 3% of the landowners control the information in this article was
about 80% of the farmland. Such a "Food First", an article written by
concentration might not be a Frances Moore Lappe and Joseph
problem if the 3% were concerned Collins.

by Dan Carracino

In conjunction with the intr duction of a fully accredited interdisciplinary course on World Hunger, BC's Pulse program has included
"the Crisis of World Hunger" as one of its projects.
Headed by BC Chaplain Dave Toscano, the group of five Boston
College students involved in the project have engaged in a three-part effort to help alleviate the hunger problem. Initially, the groupresearched
the problem of World Hunger; its causes, effects, and possible solutions.
They used a "macro-analysis seminar approach" to educate each project
member. The seminar approach allocated each student equal preparation and discussion time to develop a specific theme.
Secondly, the group began work with the World Hunger Organization
on campus. Each Pulse student is to help plan and execute certain campus hunger projects, such as the Fast for the World Harvest this
November 18.
Finally, the Pulse group has been divided into two sub-groups of two
and three persons for the purpose of working in two high schools:
Matignon and Mount St. Joseph's. The basic goal of the two separate
groups is to alert each school's student body'to the crisis of World
Hunger. Student bodies in both schools have shown strong interest in initiating World Hunger groups of their own.
by Patty Kukor
This fall, Boston College has offered students the opportunity to view
different aspects of the problem of hunger through a new interdisciplinary course entitled "The Crisis of World Hunger." The course is
coordinated by Norman Faramelli, from the Boston Industrial Mission,
and David Toscano, a university chaplain. Students in the course have
the choice of receiving credit for it through the Economics, Sociology, or
Theology departments.
The class meets once a week; each week featuring a different lecturer,
including some from among the Boston College faculty, and some from
the outside. The lecturers have presented different facets of the world
hunger problem, as well as their own viewpoints on solutions. The
theological perspective on the world hungerproblem stressed the important part individual moral awareness and concern can play in solving the
problem. Economic issues such as redistributing income, expanding food
supply, aid, and trade were presented. Political action which can be
taken on an individual basis was also suggested. Other topics have included triage and lifeoat ethics, agribusiness and transnational corporations, and development and hunger issues relating specifically to
women.

Fast Day:Be a Part of the Solution
by Betsy Cohn

Donation tables for other conAll members of the BC communitributors will be set up in McElroy
ty are asked to join thousands of Lobby, Lyons, Fulton Campion and
people across America participating Cushing from II am-lpm on the
in the Oxfam Fast for a World day of the fast.
Harvest this Thursday. Fast parOxfam, a world-wide organizaticipants at BC will donate the tion which aims to help peoplein the
money they save by going hungry Third World countries become selffor a day to Oxfam and Project sufficient, will receive 75% of the
Bread.
money collected at BC on Thursday. Oxfam organizers believe that
The Boston College Hunger to merely feed people today is
not
Committee, organizers of the fast at enough-those same people
are going
BC, will set up sign-up tables outto be hungry again tomorrow. Ozside McElroy dining commons at fam,
therefore, works on long range
supper time today and tomorrow.
such as educating the women
goals
Tables will also be set up at lunch
Bangladesh in nutrition, farming
time on Tuesday (10am-3pm) in of
techniques and reading and writing.
McElroy Lobby and Lyons
Another project teaches farmers in
Cafeteria.
Upper Volta to improve their crops
Resident students who are on the and farming techniques. Oxfam
meal plan can arrange at these directors do not administerthe protables to have the cost of the meals jects themselves. Instead they seek
they would normally eat Thursday out and encourage projects in which
donated by the BC Food Service. local people do the work, make the

decisions and manage their own
development. Oxfam receives no
government support; so no government owns or controls the decision
making.
In recognition of the fact that
hunger is not a problem isolated in
Third World nations, the Hunger
Committee is donating 25% of the
fast money to Project Bread, an
organization which deals solely in
and around the Boston area. Project
Bread distributes funds to such
places as Rosie's Place (for
homeless women), Pine Street Inn
and Haley House.
The World Hunger Committee
urges students, faculty and all BC
personnel to go without food on
November 18. As one fast organizer
put it, "For those of us who are not
starving, it is important to really
feel hunger for at least one day to
know what millions Of people feel
every day."

Program for Thursday, Nov. 18
3rd Annual Fast for a World Harvest
11:00 am:Oxfam slide presentation,
McElroy Lobby.
12:00 am:Film-"Diet for a Small
Planet", Higgins 307.
1:00 pm: PULSE program slide
Dresentation, McElroy Lobby.
1:30pm: TEACH-IN: discussion of
good nutrition and consumer habits,
Lynne Ballew, McGuinn sth Floor
Lounge.

3:00 pm: Featured Speaker:
AUTHOR+LECTURER Frances
Moore Lappe will speak on the
?topic Food First: Exploring the
'Hunger Myths., Fulton 412.
5:00 pm: Special fast day liturgy
with Fr. Paul Jones, S.J.; St
Joseph's Chapel, Gonzaga.
7-10 pm: Haley House will be
available for anyone who would like
a quiet place with some atmosphere
or a palce to talk with some other
people who are fasting. Please feel
welcome.
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Give These Guy Room To Romp
They're Good Doobies

-

by Michael Morgan
Question: What is more embarassing than
an old man going to see a rock androll concert?
Answer: Paying to see a rock and roll concert.

Question: What is more embarassing than

an old man paying to see a rock and roll
concert?
Answer: Paying to see a concert by a group
with a disconcerting name...such as the
Doobie Brothers.
To all those who may be offended by
the above sentences, let me offer a (hopefully) short explanation. Any person who grew
up in« Boston within the last 15 years cannot
deny spending some of his?her childhood
watching the TV show Romper Room with
its teacher-host, Miss Jean. What does this
have to do with the Doobie Brothers? Well,
Miss Jean viewed life with a kind of

A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To The Blacklist
By Richard Lord
The Front. Directed by Martin Ritt,
Screenplay by Walter Bernstein, Starring
Woody Allen, Andrea Marcovicci and Zero
Mostel. At the Sack Cheri.
Walter Bernstein and Martin Ritt wanted
for a long time, we are told, to make a film
about the blacklist in Hollywood. That's
only natural, as the two men were
themselves victims of the list, both being
fingered as personae non grata in the early
Fifties. We are also told that long after the
blacklist itself came to an end, they were un-1
able to make this burning film since
Hollywood was, until just recently, so embarassed by that chapter in its history that it
stanched any effort to let the ugly truth flow.
Now Bernstein and Ritt have managed
to push through their pet project and, just to
make things more incisive, they've studded
the cast with a number of former blacklisted
actors (among them Herschel Bernardi and
Zero Mostel). They've put all this pain and
suffering together into a little opus called
The Front and lo and behold - they've
remained so loyal to the Hollywoodsystem
that once threwthem out in the cold that the
result is far from the piercing attack or deep
analysis one might have expected. The
Front entertaihSj morg |han it challenges,
and makes of the bfecklfst|u|t another hurdle for boy to leap over before winning girl.
Actually, if you're one of those who
believes a movie's only duty is to entertain,
you'll probably be happierwith The Front as
it is (though it's still not a great entertainment by any stretch). A number of people I

-

know have said that they thought about seeing The Front because Woody Allen was in
it, but then decided against it because, being
a dramatic film, it wouldn't really be Woody
Allen. Let no such fears deter you. Despite
his central role in this "dramatic film on a
big theme", it's pretty much the same old
Woody Allen. Okay, it's a slightly subdued
Allen, a tired Woody Allen, maybe a Woody
Allen spaced out on Valium. But he's still
the same loveable, wise-cracking schlep
who's stumbled into a situation that should
be too big for him, though he finally
manages, by some sort of convolution of
Murphy's Law, to handle the situation and
come out a winner.
The Allen persona actually makes a lot
of problems for this film. He is apparently
too witty to be the near illiteratethe script
calls for him to be. The neck of the plot here
is that Allen is a small-time bookie and
cashier who is visited one day by a writer*
friend who's just been blacklisted for Communist sympathies. The friend asks Allen to
be a "front" for him, to put his name to the
TV scripts the friend will continue to write.
Allen agrees out of friendship, comes to see
there's also money to be made out of this
racket, and eventually takes two other
writers into his stable. Most of the tensions
involving Allen from that point come up
when people ask him to discuss or use "his"
craft or swollen art.
Besides this apparent contradiction,the
Allen persona never allows us to take the
character (here Allen's norn dc guerre is
Howard Prince) seriously enough. We are
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Screenwriter Walter Bernstein (I) and producerdirector Martin Ritt.
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Yin-Yang philosophy. All good people
were considered to be "Do-Bees" (littlebees
with big smiles), while bad people were considered to be "Don't-Bees" (littlebees with

big scowls). I was never sure where I fit in
and, as Warren Zevon would say..."l don't
wanna talk about it." And since my friend
always too awarethat this is Woody Allen in
front on us, and we know that nothingreally
cuts too deeply into Woody. The House UnAmerican Activities Committee and all the
ogres of hyper-active Americanism are all
like the cruel ladies or rebellious machines
of his other films.

But it's not like the presence of Allen is
the one item that tips an otherwise
penetrating dissection of the blacklist period
off balance. In fact, Allen is certainly a
welcome addition to this broth, which has
stewed well past its time. The thing is, in
putting together this indictment of
Hollywood in the Fifties (even though the
scene is set in New York and the television
world, we know which way the finger is
pointing), Bernstein and Ritt have relied on
every tired and tested Hollywood cliche one
could find at any script rummage sale. After
they've yokked it a short way through the
story, they decide to make it melodrama and
lay their hands on every stock situation and

character available.
For the old, good-hearted slob who is
victimized elsewhere by Mafia chieftains,
business executives, blind tyrants or a com-

puter, we have Hecky Brown (Zero Mostel),

a just-ready-for-prime-time clownish comic
who made the mistake of marching in a May
Day parade and subscribing to the Daily
Worker for "a girl with this big ass" as he
says. His tormenter here is Francis X. (good
Catholic boy) Hennessey, the head of the
Freedom of Information Institute, an
Aware, Inc. -type operation which does
checks on all show business people.
Hennessey wants Brown to report on
pinkish tendencies in Howard Prince, so the
old comic can clear himself. "Anyone can
make a mistake," sympathises Hennessey.
"We're interested in the man who repents
sincerely". (I know peoplereally talked like
that during the McCarthy era, but even if
they didn't, Bernstein and Ritt would have
invented them for the film.)

Other stock types fill the landscape ofThe
Front, a brightly-toned (as reflected by the
cinematography) stretch with no shades of
gray. The situations can arouse our sympathies, but that's mainly because of
historical associations; most of the
characters herein are too narrow or onedimensional to achieve this feat.
Nor does Ritt's direction do anything
to transcend the script. Ritt has rarely been
known for anything much above the level of
competence (Sounder was one of his recent
classics) and in The Front he carts out most
of his weaknesses for all to see. There is
never any clear personality behind Ritt's
films, unless it's the personality of a traffic

and benefactor James Cassidy Esqu
claims no prior knowledge of my intent
review this concert, I was left paying for

ticket.

In any case, I have always considered
to fit in with a group
pieople as diverse as Paul McCartney,
late, almost great Guess Who, and the i
quitous Elton John amongother people v
manufacture consistently good singles,
inconsistent (to be kind) albums. Imag
my surprise then, at the Doobies Novem
5 concert at the Music Hall. Mixing
material with approximately half of their
cent and best album, "Takin' It To 1
Streets", the Doobies worked their v
through an hour and a half of an energe
versatile and very professional performar
With the Memphis Horns in
background providing for a richer, fu
sould, the Doobies presented a revam]
frontline which now includes ace guita
Jeff "Skunk" Baxter (he of the wal
moustache, sunglasses and Steely L
Credentials) and keyboardist Mich
McDonald (he of those high harmonies
the Dan's "Katy Lied" album). These t
men have changed the direction of

Doobie Brothers

signal, and everything here occurs accon
to a standard formula that could be us©
explain a bushel of mediocre Hollyw
productions. Ritt's camera placemen
dully appropriate,his cutting generallycl
and unimaginative, and his sense of pai
good considering that he doesn't really r
a lot to say through this style. Ritt him
seems to become conscious every now
then of how mundane his visuals are, s(
occasionally pops in daring techniques I
serve no purpose whatsoever except to le
know that Martin Ritt is still capabk
some new tricks, old dog though he be.
So we are treated to a sudden soft fc
shot, meaningless tracks and pans and 01
such irritations of the ocular system,
one successful bit of cinematics I can re
is a scene where Allen is supposed to mal
pick-up of a script from one of
blacklisted clients and the writer has
been visited by the FBI. On passing Alii
the writer, instead of handing off these
envelope like a halfback on a double reve
tells Allen to keep walking. The seen
shot in flat field, so as the script-less A
keeps walking closer to the camera,
writer, walking in the other direction, mc
more and more out of focus. This sc
suggests the fragility of the relations
Allen and the writers are involved in
stands out in a field of standard or c
banal directorial decisions. (Ritt opens
film with a series of Fifties graffiti clips,
a man leading his family into a be
shelter, Joe DiMaggio's retirement,
Rosenbergs being led into a police \
ticker tape parades for MacArthur i
Marilyn Monroe, all voiced over by Fr;
Sinatra's "Young At Heart". Such eh
collaging of hopefully significant items
clear sign of a hack.)
The most notable performances in '
Front are those of Allen and Andrea M
covicci as his young love, but this only sh<
that the film is finally only a boy-meetsthriller. Beyond that, the performances
all second-rate and below, and this fr
some excellent actors (Zero Mostel i
Herschel Bemardi were especially dis
pointing). Outside of the lovers, o
Remak Ramsay as Francis X. Hermes
can be adjudged as more than fair, and
just about makes it, and his role was scar
ly demanding.
But as I say, there are a number of
here, and if you're up for
kind of boy-girl chase where you know b<
are going to win (after a few obligatory te
jerking and conscience-wrenching momer
of course), then The Front is your film,
you really want to learn something (thou
not the whole story) about the blackl;
you'll just have to go see a film li
Hollywoodon Trial.
cent laughs

j's music considerable, and along with
rist Pat Simmons (and his flowing
of hair) and burly black bassist Tiran
:r, they provide good visual focal points
le group's sound.
Original member, Tom Johnston, no
:r tours with the band, prompting Simi and McDonald to handle additional
vocal chores on his numbers. Such an
iple was the leadoff number, "China
c", which featured a spirited vocal perlance from Simmons. Likewise,
onald picked up Johnston's slack on
'in Gaye's "Rock Me, Rock Me (A Lit'hile"), on which his gritty vocals did
:e to Marvin himself. MacDonald has
oped into one of the planet's better
: soul singers, and his voice and
oards were highlights throughout the
:rt.
He took Johnston's "Turn It
c" and made it into a work all his own.
lerforming his own compositions
>in' It To The Streets" and"It Keeps
Running" (covered by Carly Simon)
Donald showed how much of a feel for
-blues that he and his fellow Doobies
possess. Bassist Tiran Porter's "For
Special" likewise showcased

Porter's own jazzcompositional talents,
The Doobie Brothers also
demonstrated their ability to add new twists
ito older material. "Old Black Water"
featured a laid-back but interesting guitar
duel with Simmons on an acoustic and Baxter on a Fender Telecaster; and when Simmons sang the line "I wanna hear some
funky Dixie-land...", the Memphis horns
broke into some stylish Dixie-land rhythms.
Later, Jeff Baxter, whose guitar work shone
throughout, threw a wrinkle into a Sonnyboy Williamson tune, "Don't Start Me
Talkin'," by sneaking in some "Reeling In
the Years" guitar lines before unleashing a
I bitchy, bluesy solo.
The Doobie Brothers have not turned
their backs on their past, but they are not
living in the past either. Skunk Baxter and
Mike MacDonald give the group increased
potential without increased pretentiousness.
And, if the band can continue in their present direction, they may capture as much
time on the FM as they have on the AM.
Best of all, the Doobie Brothers are proving
that unpretentious does not necessarily
mean stupid. Face it, these guys are good
Doobies.

Jonathan Edwards Gets A Good Buzz On
lary McCue

nathan Edwards, the musical farmer
rNova Scotia, gave a down-home type
crt at BC Wednesday night.
The
en'ce was immediately taken by
ards, and Edwards, pleased by the
anse, seemed to prepare himself for a

1 time. He made a few humorous comts, tuned with the band, and set in with
i old favorites such as "Train of Glory",
"Honky Tonk Stardust Cowboy." He
:_on to sing "Don't Cry Blue" and an esally lively "Athens County" which even
i few "yee-haws" from the crowd,
nee a BC audience has been raised to
a level, it usually keeps up the highled yells and clapping for a long timerdless of what the artist may then be doAfter "Athens County," Edwards perted "Lady", a tender love song with
piano and violin duets that evoke that
of peace-slightly-tinged-with-sadness
ng. Surprisingly,the audience was comJy quiet and seemed almost dazed.
:n "Lady"was over, Jon Edwards and
jand received the nicest applause of the
fter "Lady," Edwards introduced his
lily charismatic wife Lynnie Dall who
c on with a slightly bashful smile, and
?d the band in "iHello," "Ain't Got
c" (of which Edwards said "I wrote this
? I permanently left Boston for the 47th
?") and "Nova Scotia", which Lynnie
:e.
ne of the best parts of the show was
i Jon Edward's harmonica solo led'into
ny White's piano solo in "Rocking
ir",
White received enthusiastic
ause and from that point on, any piano
met with a great response. White
led oblivious to this until the band's
and roll section. When White began a
half the audience spontaneously rose
sheered him- then he cracked a smile,
ing the second show, Jon Edwards was
n upstaged, this time by his bassist
irt Shulman. During "Lady," Stuart
received a great ovation,and later when
band played some bluegrass music, the
ence yelled "Let's go Stewart" and he
t into some serious "down-home

Jonathan Edwards and band as they appeared last Wednesday.

This Weekend

Thespians To Present
"Man -In-The-Moon
Marigolds"

This weekend, the Boston College Dramatics Society will present The Effect Of Gamma Rays On Man-In-The-Moon Marigolds, a play by Paul Zindel. Directed by Dr.
Donald Shandler, the play will be performed three nights, Thursday, Friday and Saturday (the 18th, 19th, and 20th of November) at 8 pm in BC's lovely and acousticallyresonant Campion "Auditorium." The Effect Of Gamma Rays On Man-ln-The-Moon
Marigolds features thespians Lynn Sullivan, Laura McKenna, Kathy Dewysocki and
Sharie Powers in prominentroles. The production is being designed by the attractive and
talented Frank Page.
The story concerns an unhappy, neurotic mother (she's also a bit of a tippler, if the
The highlight of the night was when
Edwards and his wife sang a few verses of truth be known), and her two daughters, one of whom is quiet, introspective and
"The No No Song" and suddenly broke scientifically-minded (it is her school science project that gives the play its title), and the
into an intense footstompin', handclappin' other one, sort of a junior version of her Mom. The action of the play revolves around
version of the Jonathan Edward's classic these three characters and their conflicts. As you may have guessed by now, it's not a
\u25a0'\u25a0
\ \u25a0 \f% « <y.
"Shanty." The people's yells were met by comedy.
Tickets for the show can and will be purchased at the McElroy Ticket Booth for $ t-50
the band's smiles and each party lost itself in
the song. After the first show, Edwards and per body. For reservations or additional information, please feel free to cafl BC extenno.
the band took time to "wind down". Then sion
4291.
Thank
'>\u25a0"
you.
Edwards talked for awhile about his life
which is strangely split between Bova Scotia
and the city. He said "I don't like to leave
the farm and those places and people that I
love. I keep a low profile up there and people don't really know what I do down here.
They say to me, 'The winters are so
beautiful here- why do you leave?'". He
then smiled and said"You have to learn to
be a schizo-it's strange." He spoke about
his family and his summers in Nova Scotia
"I like to write most of my music during the
summer on the beach and on the farm..."
When talking about the old days in Boston,
he said "I like Cambridge... I'd like to play
there again, but I don't know where I'd
old church song. "When the Roll Is Called
Up Yonder." Then the audience surprisingly listened attentively to some of Jon
Edward's new songs which will be released
in January. He sang "The Girl From The
Canyon" and "People Get Ready" which
werereceived very well.

play."

Later on, his wife Lynnie came over with
their new baby and they sang some of their
new songs. One was a lullaby written by Jon
Edwards for their baby, the otherwas a really lovely song called "Caroline", written by
Edwards for Lynnie. During "Caroline"
Kenny White, the pianist, played the guitar
and harmonized with Lynnie. He is a competent guitarist, and while Edwards plays
the piano, guitar, and harmonica, and
Stuart Shulman plays the bass guitar, violin,
fiddle, and piano, the band has much combined talent. This should be reflected in
their upcoming album, which has a mixture
of country, folk and Rand B music.
During the second show, there was again a
great interplay between Edwards, his band,
and the audience. All were sincerely having
lift."
a good time and this was reflected when
y this time, the audience was really mov- Edwards interrupted a song to say "Yah,
ant! the people even sang along with the we'd ljke to play this town more often."
Jonathan Edwards

,
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PRICELESS SLIDES
Will the
persons
my slide

person or
who stole
projector from my office, please return at least
my slides of Egypt. I assure you that they are
valueless to anyone' but me. That's what
students tell me anyway. Take pity and return
the projector, too, but I beg on bended knee for
my priceless slides.
Ed Knox-History
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Move
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Dance
Company
of
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Kill's House of Pizza
Spaghetti

Delicious Pizza
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A Unique Hair Cutting Salon Created JustFor You
Experience it NOW
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and a friend to a fabulous precision haircut - j
! Treat yourself
You pay for yours - Your friend pays nothing Both must be done at the same time !
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You'll love Pepe's T(equila) Shirt. On the
front you get Pepe's picture. On the back
you get a little surprise. It's easy to slip
into something nice?as long as you
have Pepe's name on it.
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_
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Cleveland Circle, Brookline
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stole m) slide projector from my office
please return at least my slides of F.gypt. I assure you that they are
valueless to anyone hut me. That's what students tell me anyway. Take
pity and return the projector, too. hut I hej; on hended knee for my
or persons who
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By Evan S. Marshall

Professor John L. Heineman
came to Boston College in 1963,
having received his BA from Notre
Dame. He has studied at the Free
University of Berlin, Cornell
University and the University of
Heidelberg, and taught at
Rensselaer Polytechnical Institute.
In 1965 he received his PhD from
Cornell University.
As Chairman of BC's Department of History, he teaches a variety of courses. He has offered elect i yes
in such areas as
totalitarianism. World War 11, the
Third Reich, intellectual history,
turn-of-the-century European institutions and culture, and the
Atlantic community ("the concept
of an intellectual community in the
1920's that crosses the Atlantic and
includes American intellectuals as
well as the prominent thinkers of the
French, German, English, and
Italian schools"). -This year he is
teaching a course on World War I,
an interdisciplinary approach to the
war as an experience of literature.
art, film, music, and philosophy; a
turning point, as he sees it, of the
modern world. ?
Professor Heineman regards
his core history course as his
greatest challenge, having, as he
says, "to help students apply what
they learn to their own lives." To
further aid the teaching of the core
courses, he has compiled an
anthology, "Readings in European
History,
This, he feels,
will aid teachers in finding materials
suitable for the particular areas they
wish to emphasize in their own
courses.

'1815-1945."

S.S. Pierce Vodka

£7504
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AZTEC TWO STEP
IT'S NOT WHERE YOU'VE BEEN.
IT'S WHERE YOU'RE GOING.
Let their latest album, "Two's Company",
introduce you to a fine new madness. Refresh
yourself. Take a ride with Aztec Two-Step
and experience life with the top down.

German history, particularly stitutions, and suspects that they are
the modern period (since 1789), is religious in nature.
Professor Heineman's specialty,
Professor Heineman has many
and his articles, including his docoutside interests, including his local
toral dissertation and a recent book parish, where he and his wife, Dr.
Helen Heineman, have done much
manuscript, have all dealt with contemporary German history (since work for the CCD (Confraternity of
World War I). He explores such Christian Doctrine). They have
recently redesigned a comprehenquestions as: "Did Hitler alterGerman foreign policy abruptly when sive curriculum by which they tried
he took office in January 1933, or "to bring some of the insights of
was there a period of time extending what's happening on the college
for X number of months in which level to bear in the parish." They
the traditional forces of German work with the liturgy committees
foreign policy continued to exercise tnd are in charge of the church
influence?" Professor Heineman jhoir. He teaches the eighth grade,
has concluded that the forces of conis active in the parish council, and is
servative traditional foreign service, the church organist.
the people who served in the foreign
Carpentry work on his home
office, were a lot stronger than also takes up much of Professor
historians are willing to Heineman's time, and both he and
acknowledge. He has tried to show his wife enjoy music, opera and
this influence in a biography, films, particularly foreign films.
Constantin Freiherr yon Neurath: A They are the parents of four boys.
Life of Hitler's First Foreign
Minister.
One of Professor Heineman's
current projects is a study of the impact and relationships that
developed in Germany in the course
of the nineteenth century. He plans
to explore the image of America
which the Germans received from
contact with the New World, and
believes that much of the reason
why subsequent migration from
Germany was almost exclusively to
the United States was a very
positive attitude received from
previous migration groups that had
sent back letters and notices about
this country. The migrants kept up
contact with institutions in Germany to a remarkable degree. He
would like to explore these in- Prof. John Heineman

Do We Have Room For You?
INDEED We Have!
At Boston's favorite and friendliest
hotel, the Sheraton-Boston, we have
room for your meetings, your relatives,
your friends, your parties, and for you!
We're smack in the middle of Boston,
at the Prudential Center, with some of
the best that Boston offers right inside
of the hotel.
We have eight restaurants and
lounges, including our new seafood
tavern, the Mermaid. We have legendary prime ribs and char-broiled steaks
in the beefhouse named after Falstaff.
We have exotic fare in Kon Tiki Ports

.

Do we have room for you? Indeed we
have! Exactly the right space you need,
plus beautiful, large bedrooms and
suites. All in twin towers with yearround swimming in the pool. And
:,., ?.".
parking too.
.'?S '\u25a0
So, contact your exclusive Sjh^atCfn-

Boston campus represeni^fiveltst^cl,;,
below. We have plenty
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Irish Poet Lectures At BC

The Snake 'N' Apple
announces the opening of its
NEW GROCERY STORE

By Robert McGrath
Before you'd given death a name

Like bear or crocidile, death came
To take your mother out one night
But when she'd said her last good

This is in addition to its fine line of subs, pizza & grill items...
As an introductory offer...present this ad to the cashier for five
cents off any one single item in the grocery store.

night
You cried 'I don't want you to go'
So in her arms she took you too.
Such was the style and tone of the
works recited by Irish poet Richard
Murphy at McGuinn Auditorium
last Tuesday evening in the fifth
presentation of the BC Humanities
Series. The directorof the series, Fr.
Francis Sweeny, SJ, introduced
Murphy as a man who "wears well
as a friend; as a poet he moves from
strength to strength." He referred to
Murphy as the best pool reciter to
appear at this University, with the
possible exception of T.S. Eliot.
Reading from both new and
previously published works,
Murphy easily lived up to his introduction. His verse about the sea,
the Tinkers (Irish gypsies), and
childhood curiosity was laced with a
universal melancholy that always
mixed but never overshadowed the
strength of his words and clarity of
his imagery. In "Pat Cloherty's
Version of The Maise" Murphy
successfully captures the cadences
and feel of an old fisherman telling
of a vengeful sea inflicting its
punishment on a sacrilegious boat
and crew. He does it without falling
into the traps of sentimentality or
false dramatazation. "Firebug"
shows the poet looking at his
younger, naughtier days, with
humor and subtle commentary
about the basic, inherent, cruelty of

Offer good 'til Nov. 30, 1976. One per customer, please.

The Snake 'N' Apple
Open daily 11:00 am-10:30 pm.
The grocery
Open 3pm-spm

-

daily.|

|Open

The Deli
daily 3pm-Spm daily}

ALL LOCATED ON THE LOWER CAMPUS, MODULAR AREA
Phone 969-0100-Ext. 3536

13:
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GRAND

19 9AM-9PM
SAT NOV 20 9AM-6PM
"
Microcomputer Systems Demonstrations
SwTPC 6800, IMSAI 8080, Lear Siegler, Veras,
DEC, Ohio Scientific, Minicomputers/Peripherals
Instruments 52 & 56 Calculators at our cost

OPENING

*

OPENING SPECIAL ONLY, GREAT FOR EARLY XMAS SHOPPING

to be GIVEN AWAY
including new ADM-3 TERMINALKIT

Biggest Computer Hobby Center in the World!

26i-270i
COMPUTER
I584 Commonwealth
Aye.
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man.

During most of the recitation
Murphy's boice was soft and
smooth. Instead of loud phrasing or

Boston, MA 02215
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Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save money, too, over the increased air
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays.
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long dramatic pauses, he chose to has written for many publications
use more understated but powerful including the NY Times Book
vocal style in his recitation. The Review.
Murphy spent his early childhood
effect was to calmly but firmly lead
the listeners through the various both in Galway, Ireland (where he
scenes and ideas of his verse. It was was born and calls home) and
the blend of beauty and poetic con- Ceylon, where his father was an oftrol that was wellreceived by the BC fical of the British Empire. The
audience.
"aristocratic" part of his childhood
Murphy is currently in the world and his love for Ireland he has*
famous writers workshop at the farmed and worked as a sailor there,
University of lowa. He has been a leaving him with a love of both the
land and the sea have merged to
give him the strength of traditional
Irish poetry with English finesse.
Murphy says he believes his*
poetry is traditional in the sense that
"I don't write nonsense...lts intelligible, some of it is in
recognizable verse form, and some
of it even rhymes." About the situation among the native Irish today,
he says"From how you were born
depends on whether you'll get
assassinated or not....the past does
still matter in Ireland...so some-'of
my poetry has been an attempt .to
get the past clear in my own mind
(i.e. The Battle of Aughrim)."
Despite the pressures of his own
native land and the fact that some*
would seek to deny Richard
Murphy the right of Irish heritage
Richard Murphy
because of his Anglican parentage
there is in his poetry the best of imguest faculty member at the University of Virginia, Colgate, Bard, agery and ideas that Ireland hascto
Princeton and at the University of offer. That he is in the great.tradiHull in England. His first book of tion can be proved by the simple
poems, "Sailing to an Island" was power and warmth of his shortest
published in 1963-andvwas-a Poetry poem in which he describes meeting
Society Choice. He has published a friend for the first time.
two other books, the long poem
you were standing on the quay
"The Battle of Aughrim" (which Wondering who was the stranger-bn
won an award from the Arts Counthe mailboat
cil of Britain), and his most recent, While I was on the mail boat
"High Island," a collection of new Wondering who was the stranger on
and selected poems. In addition he the quay.
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10:30 P.M.
9:00 P.M.
7:30

P.M.

Buses
le»*e

Riverside
20 minutes later

#G0 GREYHOUND
...and leave the driving to us®

\u25a0*

'

ACCOUNTING AND"
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO
BECOME A CPA

CPA
REVIEW
Boston:(617) 536-1440

Canton: (617) 536-1440
COURSES BEGIN MAY 26 & NOV. 24

THE HEIGHTS NWWftW IS,rttWH 1
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THE UNIVERSITY CHORALE OF BOSTON COLLEGE
with the FESTIVAL ORCHESTRA
under the direction of

ALEXANDER PELOQUIN
presents

NOEL
Charpentier's "Messe deMinuitpour Noel"
Handel Chorusesfrom "Messiah"

Saturday, November 20 at 8:15 PM
Newton Chapel
Tickets $3.00 $1.50 with BC STUDENT ID
Available at McELROY TICKETBOOTH
For Information andReservations Dial 969-0100

ext. 4305

McMahon's

386 Market Street Brighton

782-5060

from BC, go down Comm. Aye. to Chestnut Hill Aye- take left onto Chestnut Hill Aye.-follow down thru Brighton Center and McMahon's is on yourright
Open 7 Nights 7pm to lam

-

Boston's NEW College Pub

I

Monday

I

All drinks half price all night 6' TV Screen Monday Night Football

Tuesday"!
I
OPEN BAR all night

- Featuring Gdrdie Milne - $4. Cover
|Wednesday~j

12 oz. Mugs of Schlitz - 25« all night with the "Fabulous Pharoahs" - $I.cover

I Wednesday thru Saturday ALL drinks half price 7 to 91
?

1 Thursday

1

All drinks half price 7 to 9-All bar drinks $1. 9 to 1 - Draft 35< 9 to 1 Featuring 'The Great Rubber Band" - $1. cover

[

Friday;

J

The Cape's Newest Hit - "Spring Rain"

Saturday

- Moxie

Sunday I
f
12 oz. Mugs of Schlitz 50« 9to 1 - all bar

drinks $1. 9to 1 - $1. cover
HAPPY HOUR -sto 9 with Billy White "IRISH NIGHT" -- Doherty Sisters"*

THE HEIGHTS November
The Commuter Guest Housing Program is now well into its!
fifth week of operation. Any commuter interested in overnight housing should contact the Commuter Committee office at Murray House, 731-3650, ext. 4. There is a fee of
$2.00 per night and a $5.00 damage charge which is refundable. The rates for the weekend are $5.00 for one or all>
three nights plus the refundable damage charge of $5.00.
There is a limit of two consecutive nights per week a student
may stay.

The Carpooling Program is in the process of being
organized. Any commuter interested in participating in a
carpool should fill out the application below and return it to
the Commuter Committee office or the Undergraduate
Government office. You will then be notified as to the
procedures for setting up a carpool. The Commuter Committee office is located at Murray House in room 36. The
UGBC office is in McElroy 128. Any commuters participating in a carpool will be eligible for preferred pa~'dng
on Lower Campus.

r

__

--------------_--__

|

presents

F.LEE BAILEY
at

?

Roberts Center

.

I am willing to:
Drive
I
I

THE
CULTURAL
COMMITTEE

i

\

I
I

Ride

Admission: Free

Drive and Ride
\u25a0

|

My schedule for first semester:
Starting Time M T W T
Leaving Time

I.

M

T

W

T

12

Sunday, November 21

n

|

NAME
J ADDRESS
I PHONE §

15,1976

Time: 8:00 PM

I

F
F
J

UGBC SOCIAL COMMITTEE
presents

The Great Pretenders
Best of the Golden Oldies

One show only

attheßathskellar

Wednesday night, November 17 at Bpm
Advance Tickets $2.00 At the door $2.50

"I

S
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BC Scalps Orangemen28-14, End Skid At Two
by Scan Mulcahy

Theresurrection of the pass and a
strong 2nd half defensive display
were the ingredients for victory as

Boston College overpowered the
Orangemen of Syracuse 28-14
Saturday at Alumni Stadium.
A series of events late in the second quarter reversed the momentum in favor of BC and ended any
visions of a replay of last year's contest. With Syracuse leading 14-7,
and only three minutes remaining in
the first half, Rich Scudellari nailed
Syracuse's one man offense, Bill
Hurley, and sent him to the
lockerroom for the afternoon with a
separated shoulder.
As Hurley left, so did the heart
of Syracuse. Substitute quarterback Ron Farneski was immediately sacked for a 13 yd. loss. This
greeting was followed by a diving
Kelly Elias interception. Two plays
later Ken Smith fumbled and
Syracuse had the ball on the BC 14
yd. line with 30 seconds remaining
in the half. As it has all year, BC's
"big play" defense forced a poor
snap on the field goal attempt and
avoided a 10 point deficit at halftime.
As play resumed in the second
half, the Maroon offensive line
began to crack huge holes in the
Syracuse line. Glen Capriola and

Melchiorre alternated running
for first downs to the Syracuse 17
yard line. On 3rd and eight, the
Eagle offense went to the air and
Kenny Smith found Paul McCarty
in the corner of the end zone behind
Tony

a stunned Syracuse defense to even
things at 14 all.
Kelly Elias' second interception (7th of the year) gave BC the
ball but Syracuse took it back 3
plays later on a bomb to Dave Zumbach. Despite the turnover, the
Eagle offense was showing a more
balanced attack than ever before
this season. BC was throwing on
first and second down which made
their running game that more effective. The Orangemen were constantly guessing as the BC offense
showed very little predictability.
The offense capitalized on the
3rd Orangemen turnover with the
strength of it's running game. Glen
Capriola (127 yards) carried it 5
yards to cap a 6 play 33 yard TD
making the score 21-14 BC at the
end of 3 quarters. In the fourth session Kenny Smith mixed it up by
throwing to McCarty and
Melchiorre on Ist and 2nd down
before sending Anthony Brown 6
yards around left end for an insurance touchdown.
Defensively, the Eagles
dominated the Syracuse club in the

second half coming up with 4 interceptions, a fumble recovery,
allowing only two first downs and
11 yards rushing. Bill Ohrenberger
and Chuck Morris played exceptionally well coming up with several
big hits. Kelly Elias (2 interceptions). Bob Watts (2 interceptions),
Gene Brown and Rich Scudellari
were outstandingagainst the pass.

Rich Rosen with a deflected TD
pass. Syracuse went up 14-0 when a
pass interference call nullified Bob
Watts' pickoff and Bob Avery
plunged one yard for the score. QB
Hurley with 91 yards rushing and 58
passing proved he was a dangerous
threat everytimehe touched the ball.

Besides avenging last year's
loss BC proved it can go to the air
when needed. Passing on first and
second down opened the ground
game which totaled 269 yards on the
turf. The pass put excitement back
into the BC game. Ken Smith
played very confidently completing
8 of 15 passes (71 yards) and directing the Eagle ground game.
BC proved it can comeback,
and a team effort was the key to
their victory over the Orangemen.
In eight previous outings the Eagles
have scored a total of 29 points in
the second half and Saturday they
scored 21 second half points on 13

On 3rd and 6 at the SU 46 a
Smith to Capriola screen pass was
good for a first down and a standing
ovation from the fans. Nine plays
later Bill Paulsen took a Smith
aerial into the end zone, marking
IBC's first TD in ten quarters and
cutting the Syracuse lead to 7 points
at half.
first downs.

This was not the case in the

first half as the Syracuse offense

gave the Eagle defense fits. The
Orangemen scored Ist when
sophomore quarterback Bill Hurley
marched his team 80 yards to the
BC goal line before hitting tight end

Hockey Unbeaten In Scrimmages;

Optimism Reigns, Gathers Strength
By Jane McCarthy
As the first snow falls, memories
of BC's exciting 1975-76 season
resurface at the Heights. Last year,
the underrated Eagles captured the
Beanpot Championship and battled
ECAC champion BU down to the
final minute in the opening play-off
game. However, the immediate
question is: Can they repeat? The
answer is yes, although through
graduation, the Eagles lost Mark
Albrecht and all-time leading scorer
Richie Smith, but returning is
possibly one of the most experienced teams in recent Eagle
history.
Led by the always hard working player of the past three years,
Captain Bob Ferriter, and with a
steadying influence of six experienced seniors, the Eagles should
be up there with the best of them.
Thus far this season, Coach
Len Ceglarski is impressed with the
hard work of senior goalie Bill
Wilkens, who has made his presence
known in scrimmages and practives
so far, and is recovering from a bout
with pneumonia, but should share
the goal tending duties with Paul
Skidmore. Says Coach Ceglarski:
"We should be very strong in goal
this year. I've been alternating the
goalies in our scrimmages thus far,
and both Bill and Paul have played
super. Sophomore Mike Cronan is
coming along, too."
Defensively, Soph Joe
Augustine has missed several practices with a bad knee, but is just
starting to show form. Seniors
Danny McDonough, Dave

freshmen Charlie Antetonaso and
Joe Caffrey who have played pretty
well for us. We also moved Skip
House back to the defense, and Skip
has worked out pretty well."
Offensively, the Eagles have
quite a few lines to work with. They
have played four scrimmages,
beating AIC 8-3; Lowell 6-1; tied
Merrimack 4-4 away. On Tuesday
continued on page S2

Kevin

Sharp

BC bounced back Saturday in defeating Syracuse's Orangemen, 28-14.

Paul Cahill

Bringing In The Sheep Or Pigskin Polemics

I
No please don't. Don't ask about it. The questions were put to rest.
They died on a cool crisp September evening in a glorious festive occasion at Chestnut Hill. But like beguiling fugitives they return to haunt us.
Why? Why does a ship and its crew vanish mysteriously in the Bermuda
Triangle? Why do the swallowsreturn to Capistrano? Why does Boston
College lose? Past performances have brought the writer posing this
proverbial pundit in front of many a player and many a coach. Opinions
vary. So let us go to the source of the action and talk to the pigskin.
Let's converse with an objective source who gets bounced around with
equal pleasure by each and every adversary. In response to my questioning here's what this smiling tannedfootball, recently returned from a trip
to the land of orange juice and palm trees had to say.

*

Q. What are you called other thanyour traditional name football? A.
"Sitting under a pile of Boethian bodies, dropped, booted, bobbled,
punted, fumbled, spiked and tossed away in disgust I've been addressed
in assorted loquacious titles. But friends call me Fred. Q. Fred, what
lies at the root of this perpetual problem that leaves Alumni sobbing and
reeling from cardiac arrest? A. "Well the brisk November breezes
create a chilling atmosphere for a football contest." Q. But what causes
such ineffective periods of play; what generatessuch an impotent offense?
A. "Yes the band played particularly well rousing the crowd to higher
spirits."
Q. Do you actually approach a game trying

to appreciate the

aesthetics of the pre and post game highlights? A. Listen I could throw
statistics at you. I could point to the traditional powerhouse football
notes "We have just started companies like Ohio State thatlive and die by the bloody battle of the inpairings, and won't be sure of them terior line slowly churning up yardage. But then I'd have to point out the
for a few weeks. Jack Harrington expectancies fulfilled for a Midwest team of that ca'iber vs thy weM
and Kevin Bartholomew haven't founded hopes of an eastern team seemingly destined to surrender any of
scrimmaged yet this season due to the post season gold in any way imaginable. The key for putting points
ankle injuries, and we have tried on the board for a team like BC lies in a camouflaging, diverse, adapting
Annecherico, and John McGuire
will be back, and Coach Ceglarski

offensive play. If weaknesses are recognized and acted on as the game
progresses one can change the flow of the ballgame. If a team stacks
linebackers or stunts other defensive personnel (a la;Villanova), you react
to it. One doesn't stick to the same gameplan. If the opposing offensive
unit is down inside your twenty, one doesn't leave a gap over the center
wide enough to drive a small truck through (a la Miami). I had an unusual feeling as BC stormed from behind to overtake Syracuse last Saturday afternoon. I felt myself being handled in a slightly different way.
But as I left the fingertips of Ken Smith spiralling towards the goaline I
felt as though I had been there before. The faces have changed some
since my rookie days at the Heights. But the recurring echo of the theme
song resounds in the background. "Too little, too late."

I

Q. Tell us, Fred, is itpainful being tossed around out there on a Saturday afternoon? A. Who can tell? When Ken Smith threw me I knew it.
Yet with Ken Smith at the helm the quarterback option did not exist.
Enter Joe O'Brien and add a new dimension to the game, or so I'd heard.
But O'Brien had a basic problem that once I was hiked into his hands he
just didn't want to let go. When somebody continually tucks me away
and takes offbefore long I can sense itcoming and the option becomes no
option at all." Q. Fred, do you enjoy the stares of the thousands offans
focusing their attention on you? A. "Motivation? You're stirring a
familiar pot. Texas provided enough desirebut the distinction of being
heralded as one of the top twenty teams in the country proved not to be
enough."

Q. Fred, do you find being suspended in mid air to be an exhilirating
experience? A. "You know as a seasoned football I have no trouble
relating to Boston College football and the fans. I'm inflated early every
fall. So are your hopes. And, when we least expect it we both take a
beating gettingkicked around Alumni Stadium. Most of these players
have been hoping for an early Thanksgiving leave of absence since the
continued onpage S3
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Women's Ice Hockey Dons Skates With High Hopes
By Doxie McCoy

The members of the Boston
CollegeWomen's Ice HockeyTeam
are about to start their blades flying
again into what promises to be a
great season. Says head coach, Paul
Herendeen, "I am very pleased with
the turnout and I'm very optimistic
about the season."

Finishing last year with a 9-6
record, they still have many of the
same ingredients that wil! match or

improve that record. Assistant
coaches John Green, John ZacchilH,
and Greg Smith, were chosen by last
year's coaches. They are members
of the intramural team, The
Russians. They have been conducting rigorous practices for four
weeks, and have five hours of ice
time per week. "Performing drills
and developingbetter skills will pay
off in the end," believes coach John
Green.

Returning wing, Sue Morris says,
"We are starting off with more experience and great improvement has
been shown. Most important, team
spirit is very high." Two leading
scorers are back, Gail Risti and Ann
Corcoran. Offensive players such as
Peggy Brady and Mary Prince have
exhibited vast improvement. And
that "powerhouse" defenseof Mary
Fissinger, Kate O'Leary and Lynn
Wilson will be challenging op-

John Fouhy

the Eagles. This schedule includes
comers like Gerri Neely and Karen opponents like Providence College
Sudbey have begun to show that and the University of New
they will be assets to the team.
Hampshire, is spiced by the addition

goals. Boston College had enough scoring talent to make close games a
rarity and these factors unimportant. For example, Emerson Davis suffered two groin pulls and played hurt for most of the season, but Emerson
on two bad legs is better than most players-in the GBL on two healthy
ones. These things are known.
The Eagle's offense, unlike the defense, was young and inexperienced
as a team unit. Midway through the season, last season's leading scorer
John Lojek left sweeper and returned to forward to instill a little scoring
punch. He met with little success. Moving the ball smoothly between
playenunaccustomedtoeachother's moves, is a difficult task. Injecting a
new style into the flow of play in midstream merely adds to the problem.
More important to a concept of team play, the halfbacks did not play
positional soccer. Instead of filling the gaps between the offensive and
defensive zones with transitional support, offensive passing and defensive
coverage.the halfbacks overextended their play. They either played on
the forwards backs, pressing for goals but missing rebound opportunities,
or they clogged the defensive area, hoping to clear the ball but confusing
the defense's zone coverage. Consequently, the battle for midfield, which
is the key to victory, usually went to the more patient and patterned
team. At times, BC's halfbacks were impatient and unpatterned and not
even near midfield. That's not all folks, but I guess it's enough to give
one an idea.
Admittedly, a 6-8-1 season is not the greatest stocking present, but
every season has its share of memorablegames, plays and players. This
one is no exception. The Babson victory, Marty Lusk's six goalsagainst
Nichols, Dave Roaches multiple shutouts and BC's own gun, the Smith
and Davis automatic, will not be forgotten by this close and spirited
team.

This year, BC won and lost as a team. With additional positional work

and another year of experience, next year's squad should play- as a team
as well. Could BC be "the up-and-coming team in the Greater Bostqn
League?" Check it out next year, but brings a. Bud and a blanket, cause it
sure gets cold.

8:30, at McHugh Forum.

Eagles Seel

Against
By John Corbett

The Boston College Eagles travel
to Amherst to do battle with the

1976 Yankee Conference champion
(conditional upon the outcome of
the UNH game) Minutemen of the
University of Massachusetts this
Saturday afternoon at 1:30. The
Minutemen sporting a 6-2 record
will be out to avenge last year's loss
to the Eagles at the Heights.
At the helm of the UMass Veer
offense will be quarterback Brian
McNally. McNally, now fully
recovered from a concussion suf<
fered in a game against Holy Cross,

Felix: BC's Man At The Door
work and was even going to school
for it but I just couldn't get myself
to study." During this time he took
on a job as a milkman for the
Whiting Co. and worked for 23
years with them until they went out
of business.
It was during this forced retirement while he was driving part-time
for a limousine service, that Felix
stumbled upon the job-opening at
the complex. It was a case of being
in the right place at the right time.
"I was visiting a couple of friends
from my milkman days who were
working for security at BC. I had
Felix.
As an employee of the complex been looking for steady work and
since the day of its unveiling in they induced me to put in an
application for a security job. There
March of 1972, Felix is the doorman, the I.D. checker and the court were no openings in security but
assigner. His years here have been a there was an opening for the new
new life for him and he will be the complex so I took it."
Felix recalls those days as if
first to admit it. Felix has "never
they were light-years away. As far
felt better", and his daily routine includes enough activity to put any as the present condition of the 'plex
other person, regardless of age, to is concerned, they were. "Gene
shame. Rising at 5 a.m., a feat in (Gene Uchacz) brought me in and
itself for most of us, he takes a morshowed me around. There was
ning stroll of about four miles, comnothing but the outside walls. Even
es to the 'plex for a sauna and by the pool was still being built. When
eight a.m. is ready for his workday we opened in March (1972) they
were still building but it was ready
which starts at ten.
As a son of Italian immigrants, for use. They have been adding on
although a Bostonian for his entire aid improving it ever since."
The complex plays a definite
life, Felix learned at an early age
that he must work to stay ahead. role in the life of the student at BC.
"My father told me when I was 14 "It's the place where the students
that I was going to learn to work. I can come and let loose. It's also a
great place to meet people." He
started working with him in a maccaroni factory and since then I've feels- that the complex has helped
held a variety of jobs." He took on build up the great enthusiasm that
a job in a pharmacy where he there is in womens' athletics at BC.
worked on
off for fifty years. "I Because of the additional space and
had an early interest in pharmacy expanded facilities, several women's

Paul

Colins

sports have been added such as,
volleyball,field hockey, and basketball in the past few years. "Of
course the sports weren't instituted
because of the complex but it helps
to have a nice facility."
Felix holds a genuineinterest in
every student, even though he does
not get to know them all personally?
"I like people. I've been married"
for forty years and it's time we spent
some timetogether." For Felix, it is
going to be difficult. "I know its go-,
ing to be hard to give up. I really
enjoy it too much to retire. I don't
really have too many outside in*
terests; I just look forward to coming to work every day." It's this
type of interest in the students that
makes the complex an enjoyable
place to visit.

Hockey

Kevin

Sharp

>les fell behind earlyby two i us out aominatea rest ot contest

econd

Straight Victory

UMs Minutemen Eleven

FeaturedAthlete

By JoeFelice
There is an ease in his manner as
he welcomes the impatient members
to the Boston College Rec Complex,
so much so that you may not even
notice him. His inner gentleness
never permits him to rush through
things while his friendly spirit
spreads warmth to anyone who
comes in contact with him. He is
soft-spoken, and walks with a cool
saunter that blends in comfortably
with the air of informality that runs
throughout the 'plex. He is Felix
Vergona", better known as simply,

Everyoneknows how meaningless
exhibition games are. Football's
New York Giants prove that point
with admirable consistency year
after year. One couldn't help but be
impressed, however, by the perfor-

of St. Lawrence and Clarkson.

The Women's Ice Hockey Tearr
can also add equipment to their lis
of improvements. They have beer
able to acquire more equipment this
year, which makes them feel safer ir
their play. Last year they wen
plagued with many injuries. "Nov
all that we need is fan support,'
says co-captain Maryann Tessier
With everything that they posses:
optimistically is the only way yot
can look at the Boston Collegi
Women's Ice Hockey Team

ivlng a fairly good year. Thus
he has completed 76 of 148
es for 1134 yards and 6
hdowns, and has had 8 of his
ils intercepted.
The Minutemen passing attack
severely hurt this year by the
of the'teams' two top receivers,

in Cummings and Chuck
due to knee injuries.
lally's favorite target now is
Gladchuck. Gladchuck caught
isses for 211 yards though only
«g one touchdown this season,
fesn't appear as if he will pose
i of a threat to the Eagle seconpni, both

In the Minuteman backfield
be seniors Billy Coleman and
ti Jessamy.
Both have
wistrated in the past an ability
love the ball, though they'll
ably need superlative efforts
rday when they face the usually
ich Eagle defense.
The job that the Minuteman
sive line has done this season
jest be described as adequate.
*only one returning letterman,
being center Dave Williamson,
ye done a fairly good job this
but will be hard-pressed to
Tout the big BC line.
On the other side of the line,
lis Fenton, a 64", 240 pound
jr. with excellent strength, and
leguardPhil Puopolo, who has
n great improvement with each
;v anchor a defensive line that
ifiown a tendency to give up a
f yardage, but holds fast in key
tions.
The key to stooping the Eagle
ing gamefor UMass will be the

Dow Merrimack

continuedfrompageSI
the Eagles downed Merrimack aL
home4-2. During these scrimmages,',
Coach Ceglarski tries to play with
three lines for each half of the game,
breaking them up into the combinations of Bobby Ferriter centering for Kerry Young and Paul
Barrett; Mike Martin centering foj.
JoeMullen and Joe Fernald and EddieReardon between Rob Riley and
Billy Kennedy.
During the
Merrimack game Ceglarski used,5
the combinations of frosh Bill Army
between Tom Songin and Brendon
Blynn, Brian Driscoll centering for
Jack Lowry and Timmy Hanlorf;

.

and frosh Brian Burns splitting
Walt Kyle and Dave Eversman.

very few bad shots were taken, as
the 54ff shooting percentage would
indicate. Also the Eagles showed a
"devistating" team press that could
be interesting to watch when the
season opens November 29, against

by Bob Holmes

abilities was shown in a recent
The team is more excited this
scrimmage against Boston University. The Eagles downed the Terriers yearbecause they are able to play at
6-1 at BU. "We are lucky to have home more often than last season.
depth in all positions, and it was evi- A two hour slot, 8:30-10:30 p.m. has
dent in the scrimmage." Seventeen been designated for game time. The
games have been finalized so far for Eagles will meet BU agin in their
game, Tuesday, November 16, 6:00
at BU's Walter Brown Rink. The
Eagles come home on November 22
to meet Pembroke, a club team, at

Of Bud, Blankets And Soccer
An empty Alumni Stadium is a very cold place on a week day night in
October andNovember. Under the misty lights, a sparse crowd will sit in
"tight," warm packs and down a collective Budweiser or two. Every once
in a while, a brave member will leave the protective cocoon and level an
obscenity in the'general direction of a middleaged man running around
the astroturf like a little Lord Faunteroi, complete with shorts and kneesocks. This middle-agedman, who by this time has a whistle frozen to his
lower lip, will attempt to ignore the catcalls of the stupefied heckler and
umpire the action of the evening's athletic contest. For this man, some
games are better than others. For the participants, the some applies.
Boston College's soccer team skyrocketed to the forefront of local
attention in Septemberwith an exciting and proficient offense and a solid
defense. However, the offense's firepower grew colder than a blustery
November night in the second half of the season while the defense
watched and waited and watched some more, hoping for a breakthrough.
It didn't happen.
October twelfth'sgame against Tufts was indicative of thedetermination and frustration of this young team. Falling behind midway through
the first half, the Eagles' offense led by Henry Smith and Emerson Davis
poured 36 on the Tuft' 1netminder but couldn't score. This 1-0loss began
a long scoreless streak which was extended to seven games before being
ended in the season's finale against Holy Cross.
Five one-goal losses cannot be pinned on the defense or goalie Dave
Roache. Until the final three games and discounting the embarassing
UConn loss, the "D" allowed merely 12 goals in 13 games. Fullback and
co-captain Chuck Moran maintains that "you win or lose as a team".
This idiom might be an old cliche but it is amazingly valid for a team
sport like soccer. A fine, one-goal effort by the defense is still a 1-0 loss
for the team unless the offense scores.
Why didn't it? I have some theories on which Chuck and I happen to
agree.
You can forget the questionable officiating (although it caused the
Holy Cross loss), the injuries, |the goal post caroms and the disqualified

B-ball Impresses In 113-79 Win

ponents again this season. New-

Early evidence of their promising
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Notes Coach
sry two years
s us, and 'this
home games.
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Ceglarski:
the schedule
year we have
I'm enthused

Skidmore and Wilkens, and
aye lots of seniors. Their ex-

nce is important in big games.
c is no reason why we shouldn't
jvell, and be one of the top
s. Of course, we must avoid in>, and play better in our own
We've been practicing for 5
5 now, and I've cut the team
i from 72 players in try-outs."
is the best conditioned group in
g time, and with Captain Bobleadership, Brown and

should be hard-pressed

it..........,..'.\u25a0...?

to

mance the Boston College Basketball team put on Saturday night as
the Eagles trounced St. Mary's of
Halifax 113-79.
The statistics tell the story. The
Eagles out-rebounded the visiters
from Canada 56-22, and put theball
up 21 more times than St. Marys.
Ernie Cobb git on 10 of 17 for 21
points. Junior college transfer Bob
Bennifield swept the boards tor 13
rebounds with fellow transfer Rick
Kuhn hitting for 21 points and grabbing 11 stray shots. Impressive
Statistics. However, it must be
noted that St. Marys was, to be
civilized, rotten. Coach Bob
Zuffelato said "We made them look
bad". St. Mary's has made the
finals of the Canadian National
Championships (the equivelant of
the NCAA title) four out of the last
five years, but against BC they
looked anything but championship
caliber. This is not to take any
glory away from the victory, but
this win does not mean a successful
season is ahead.
A case certainly can be made
however, for a sense of optimism.
Coach Zuffelato was especially
pleased with what he called
"unselfish and dedicated play. Last
year we had Bob Carington as our
standout player but this year we
have twelve guys playing 20 minutes
apiece. I really can't single out onei
player." Last season the Eagles,
resorted to basic street ball but|
things appeat to be different now.
In this game, open men werehit and

defensive backfield. The
Minuteman line backing corps have
been severely hurt by injuries to CoCaptain John Toner, who has been
injured most of the year and is
questionable for Saturday's game,
and Roverback Steve Teelander,
who has missed the entire season
due to a knee injury. The inability
to find someone good enough to fill
the Roverback spot could cause
problems in trying to stop the Eagle
running attack.
The UMass deep secondary
has also been crippled by injuries,
losing three cornerbacks this
by John Fouhy
season. However, in that backfield
On the, first weekend in
is punt returner Ron Harris, who
holds the New England record for November, two of Boston College's
most successful teams competed in
punt return yardage and is always a
separate New England Chamthreat to break the big one.
The Minuteman defense pionhip tournaments. One squad
overall has shown a tendency to give swept through three opponents and
up yardage, which could prove assumed New England laurels with
a tooth-and-nail decision against
significant in attenpting to contain a
defending champion UMass, while
run-oriented offense such as BC's.
Though adequate, the UMass the other placated itself with a third
defense has often found difficulty in place finish although knocking off
coming through with the big play to the defending champion Southern
make it easy for the offense. The Connecticut in the final round.
Who was responsible for these
offense has shown an ability to
victories? Can you guess?
football,
move the
but hasn't been
able to put the ball in the end zone That's long enough.
The Eagles' men's and women's
with any consistency. The
Minutemen will have to be at their 'water polo teams under, the
very best Saturday to overtake the guidance of a dynamic duo, Sara
?and Tom Groden, weren't an unfavored Eagles.
known quantity in their own circle.

Maine-Orono.

With new impressive players on
this year's squad the Eagles can
look forward to a strong season.
However, there is no truth to the
rumor that BC is looking ahead to a
bowl bid. At least not this year.

McC'ue
Tom

BC basketball

team got off to an impressive start

in 113-79 domination

Water Polo Continues NE Purge

AnotherHeights Sports Exclusive!

Interview
With A Football
continued from pageSI

storm subsided after the Villanova and Miami fiascos. So thefrustration
can be dished out once again provided the defensive unit gets an extra
portion for consistently playing well enough to win and discovering one
can be called to the test only so many timeswithout failing to respond on

occasion.

Q. Fred, do you feel as though your occupationwill take you places
in life? A. "That's right, before the kickoff on Saturday the concessioners considered substituting no-doz for hot franks. However, the
Eagles rallied to defeat these outlandish intruders in their orange suits in
this most critical of contests. And as I was carried to the sidelines for a
breather, I heard a faint trace of music coming from a rather somber
looking gentlemanpacing the sidelines. The words finally became discernable....lt was just my imagination, once again, running away with me..."
Q. In conclusion,Fred, could you point out one specific flaw that
wrought failure in whatwere thought to be fields of plenty? A. "Play the
game. Watch it and enjoy it."
I see everybody beginning to reach for a bowl of wheaties in the morning
letting the fantasy persist in holding on to a bowl and eating the breakfast
of champions. Fred groans and shares the frustration. But Fred's
livelihood is the game and he loves it. He expresses his unending desire to
be employed here until he can be inflated no more.

The undefeated women and the
fourth-rated men were expected to
be in contention for the top spots.
However, the ease with which the

women disposed of two opponents
was not indicative of tournament
play. Until the deciding overtime

|game against UMass, the
aquaeagles made pea soup of BU (8-2) and Wellesley (14-4).
Against BU, the maroonreceived
balanced scoring with seven players
notching tallies, including two by
Nancy Brennan. All-star goalie Sue
Weyrauch received ample protection from the solid defense as couch
Groden rested her starters in the second half and depended on the impressive first year players to protect
and increase the lead.
The Eagles kept the same
strategy in the semi-final match
against Wellesley and poured on
some offensive fire power with, a
rotating system offorwards. Highxon'ng Lisa Morahan benefited
some pinpoint passing from the
middlers and shot an incredible 5
for 6 from the forward position.
For all you B-ball diehards, that's
five goals from six shots, not tidbits
from a free throw line. Felice
Napolitano notched three goals and
Trisha Herlihy and Nancy Brennan
rippled the nets for two each as the
Eagles scored on 50ff of their shots.
Defensively, Wellesley's AilAmerican Cole was credited with 10
shots but scored only two through
the acrobatics of Sue Weyrauch and
the defensive shadowing of Janille
Blackburn.
In the exciting championship
game, BC fought back from a threeIgoal, final quarter deficit to

ping two shots past UMass goalie
Felice continued her "oneperson-show" by clinching the victory with a goal in the first three
minute extra session.
Sara Groden was still excited
about the season's finale four days
.'after the event. She credits team
depth and confidence for the victory, although she noted thatlßC,
who had not beaten UMass until
this year, had second thoughts while
watching UMass annihilate MIT,

ißruce.

17-1. ,They were so worried that

they waited until the final session to
reveal a secret weapon in Felice
Napolitano. Felice led a contigent
of five Eagle swimmers on two Allstar teams. Joining Felice on the
first team were junior goalie Sue
Weyrauch, third year middler Marty Long and sophomore defenseper|son Janille Blackburn. Named to
the second team was defense person
Mary Ellen Sullivan.
The men's team will have to wait
until the Eastern Championships at
Brown to achieve similar status.
All indications, especially the strong
win over perrenial powerhouse
Southern Connecticut, seem to

ooint to more than moderate
(success against first round opponent
Perm St.
In the New England's, Trinity's

top

forward Teichman ended the

Eagles' chances with an outstanding'
10-goal performance in the opening
game, a 14-9 decision. However,
BC regrouped and finished the tournament with a very physical overtime victory over SConn.
BC goalieMark Gallivan was impressive throughout, turning back
48 shots in three games and was
"upsef'the Minutepersons, 11-9 in named the
All-star netminder.
overtime. The large crowd at Har- Steve Chandler
was
named to
vard's Indoor Athletic Building the first squad. Thealso
Eagles' Neil
iresponded in favor of the underdog
Costello (8 goals, 7 assists) and
Eagles, as BC's Felice Napolitano
middler Chip Reynolds received secame to life in thefinal session pum- cond team honors.
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EXPLORE

SPIRITUALITY
Friday, November 19

?

7:00-9:00 pm
Poetry
Wine & Cheese

?

Music

Story Telling

HEIGHTS SPORTS November 15, 1976

There IS a difference!!!
?

MCAT

GMAT

?

.CPAT

LSAT

.VAT

OVAL
STUDIO
TYPING SERVICE

DAT S

.

?

.GRE

OCAT

.SAT

Over 38
of experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous
home study materials. Courses that are constantly updated. Centers
open days and weekends all year. Complete tape facilities for review
of class lessons and for use of supplementary materials. Make-ups for
missed lessons at our centers.
years

All your typing needs fulfilled
by trained personnel. Rates per
page or by the hour, whichever
is cheaper for you.

NATIONAL MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS
? ECFMG
? FLEX
FlexiblaProgramsand Hours

With: Claire Lowery & Paul Jones

Call or write us at:
25 Huntington Aye.
Boston, 02116

Reserve:McElroy 215or ext. 3475
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ZOIOi:><l

1016 Beacon St.
Brookline
734-1898
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TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

?
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Affiliated Centers in Major U. S. Cities

I
I

Severaltwo-hour sessions will beconducted in Boston on
Wednesday, November 17th at convenient times. You will learn
about your opportunities in the legal profession, thestudy of law
in California, your own potential for law study and admission
requirements.
I
MM Mi IWwrtitf Ctfepif \m is the largestlaw school in
the nation. Admission is based upon a "Whole Person" concept \u25a0
and does not rely solely on LSAT scores and GPA's.
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cord sports jackets

(like new)
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50 oz masnum

2.99

LAMBRUSCO "
B&G COURBIER
Franc

2.99 50 OZ. magnum
1.69 fifth

VODKA

3.99 «<

Rhine, Burgundy, Chablis Rose
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LIQUOR SPECIAL
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Don'f Miss The Eagles
\u25a0i. This Winter!

1

Join the Courtside Club

Student basketball tickets
$10 (10 home games)

I

imported from

?

from Boston U.)
590
10-6,
Thurs.
10-9
Open
daily
N
v
Harvard Sq. (in the Garage)
x
Open daily 10-6, Wed.,
\
Thurs. & Fri. 10-9 /

.

1700 Comm. Aye.
Brighton, MA.
PAUL MASSON

?

Comm. Aye. (across

N

WINE SPECIAL

$

Free - Perm Co. T-shirt (with this ad and
\u25a0 | \ any $10 purchase). Good until Dec.1,1976
_'_
\u25a0
\u25a0.

' \u25a0

- 8.50 &upl

\u25a0 \ |

,

City

'.

Lee, Levi, Wrangler; hooded sweatshirts;
\ wool sailor pants; flannel, wool & cord
\ shirts; cotton turtlenecks (26 colors)

11
II *\

Please send me more information on your Law School Admission Conference.

fl
'\u25a0

I

\u25a0 1 \

_

Name

worn jeans & cords- s 6-9

plus Courtside Club T-shirt

with this ad or BC I.D.

SCHLITZ
SCHLITZ Old Milwaukee
TUBORG
MICHELOB

-

24 95
22.95
22.95

Vi keg
/

'tease of 24 -12 oz. bottles

I

I

DELIVERIES

Tickets on sale...

Wednesday, November 17 at 9am
Buy early lorbest seat location!

5.99

with this ad or BC I.D.

2323733

|

Student hockey tickets
$14 (16 home games)

-31.29 a**

discount available on
multiple keg orders (3 or more)

SCHLITZ

I

2keg

566-8096

Heights Sports acknowledges and is grateful to the Blue Chips of
Boston College Atrjletics for the financial support Blue Chips makes
available to an expanded Heights Sports.
1

